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4.0 
MANAGEMENT DIRECTION 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes management direction that will 
guide administration and use of Sierra National Forest 
until the Forest Plan is amended or revised. Direction is 
used by Forest personnel to achieve desired results. 
Direction also informs the public and other agencies of 
fuhue programs. 

The Forest is guided by direction from numerous sources. 
Laws passed by Cwgress, such as the National 
Environmental Poticy Act, Thnatmed and Endaagered 
Specied Act, and othcrs direction for d 
aspects of management. 

Additionally, the Forest Service has developed 
regulations and policies for management of resources in 
response to legislation or management needs. This 
direction is contained in the Code of Federal Regulation 
and Forest Service Manuals and Handbook. They wver 
a wide range of direction for managhg Forest resources. 

At the National level, the Resources P h r h g  Act gives 
broad direction. At the Regional level, the Regional 
Guide gives direction for management as well as target 
levels of output for various resources in each National 
Forest. 

The Forest continues to be guided by lam, regulations, 
policies, and guidelines mentioned. This Forest Plan 
supplements, but does not replace direction fran these 
sources. The Plan generally does not restate this 
direction, except where it was felt necessary to dar i i  
treatment of an issue or concern. 

The first level of direction in the Plan are Forest Goals 
and Objedives (Section 42). Goals and objectives 
provide broad, overall diredon for type and amount of 
goods and services the Forest will provide in the future. 
This is followed by a discussion of Future Condition of 
the Forest (sectidn 4.3). Nwb are general Management 
Prescriptions (Section 4.4) and Management Standards 
and ~Gdelines. (section 45) 

Management Standards and Guideliaes more specificaUy 
desuibe how Forest Goals and obje&ves will be 
achieved and set minimum conditions that must be 
maintained while achieving the Goals and Objectias and 
adhering to policies. 

Fmally, Management Area prcsaiptions, practices, 
outputs and activities are b i  in Section 48. These 
descriptions are preceded by tables summarizing 
forwtwide outputs and activities and prescription acres 
by Management Areas. 

Resource outputs, activities and environmental changes 
b i d  in the Plan represent anticipated results of Plan 
implementatim~ Differences can be expected to occur 
between what is planned and the results. The most 
important differences that may occur are included as 
monitoring items in Chapter 5. That chapter explains the 
way monitoring is used to make adjustments in the Plan 
to achieve dcJLed rwults. 

Through annual budgeting and work planning processes, 
management direction will be turned into vislile results. 
~ h ~ ~ r o c e s s e s  allow for annual adjustments to be made 
within the overall Plan direction to reflect current 
priorities. The degree to which the Plan can be 
implemented will depend to a large extent on 
appropriation of h d s  by Congress and distriiution to 
the Forest through budget procedwes 

Project environmental analyses will be tiered to the Plan 
EnViromnental Statement (40 CFR 150821). 

4.2 
FORESTWIDE GOALS AND OJUECTIVES 

1. Provide a broad spectrum of dispersed and developed 
recreational opportunities in accord with identified 
needs and demands and meet ROS class objectives 
shown on ROS element maps. 

2. Manage wilderness to meet recreational, scenic, 
educational, cotlservational and historic uses, as well 
as preserving wilderness character. 

3. Manage the most visually sensitive areas in the Forest 
by placing major roads, trails, streams and areas of 
concentrated visitor use in scenic corridors and 
managed viewsheds. 

4. Identify and enhance low to moderate quality fish 
habitat that has potential to improve from structural 

5. Coordinate habitat management with other resource 
activities and programs to maintain or improve fish 
and wildlife habitats. 

6. Manage fish, wildliie and plant habitats to maintain 
viable populations of all resident or indigenous fsh, 
wildlife and plant species 

7. Manage habitat for State and Federally listed 
threatened and endangered tish, wildl'ie and plant 
species to meet objectives of species recovery plans. 

8. Emphasii habitat improvements for sensitive, 
threatened, endangered and harvest species. 

9. Manage habitat for Forest Service sensitive fish, 
wildlife and plant species in a manner that prevents 
any species from becoming a candidate for 
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theatencd or endangered status. Manage botanical 
resources to maintain present diversity of species. 

10. Iden* a gaihawk network with at least one nest 
territory per 18 square miles of suitable habitat. 

11. Manage livestock to utilize available forage, while 
mbimizhn adverse impacts on soil, vegetation, 
water quality, wildlife habitat, fisheries and riparian 
zones. 

12. Manage chaparral vegetation to provide increased 
forage, water, wildlife habitat and vegetation 
diversity, when practical. 

l3. Produce high yields of timbe~ and forage, while 
rnhimkhg adverse enviro~lental impacts and 
providing for other resource values. 

14. Annually market the anowable sale quantity as 
needed to meet local, regional and national demand 
for wood products. 

15. Harvest timber from future timber stands in a manner 
that will permit continued non-dcdining harvest. 

l6. Conduct timber harvcst program in a manner that will 
maximize nct public bcncft. 

17. Manage plant communities so as ta maximize 
diversity for plants and animals. 

18. Provide an integrated pest management program to 
minimize adverse effects of insee&, dkases, weeds 
and other pests. 

19. Maintain or improve soil productivity. 

20. Produce water of sufficiently high quality to meet or 
excced user rcquiremcnts. 

21. Encourage mineral exploration and development, 
while minimizing adverse environmental impacts of 
such activities. 

22. Identify Federal land suitable for land exchange to 
improve management of Fomt land. 

23. Inventory and manage culhual m w c s  to prevent 
loss or damage. 

24. Develop an efficient and environmentally sound 
transportation system, which provides access to 
Forest land and permits appropriate access to 
private land 

25. Manage existing transportation facilities to facilitate 
resource management, proted wildlife, mcet water 
quality objedives and provide recreational acctss. 

26. Manage Forest activities so air quality is compatible 
with federal, state and local laws, including a 
prograa~ that achieves the Clean Air Act 
respomibiities. 

27. Provide a cost-effective fire management program to 
proted forest resources, life and property, utilkiug 
prescnid fue and suppression strategies of 
amtinement, containment or control. 

28. Coordinate land and resource plannhg efforts with 
other federal, state, county, and local governments 
and adjacent private landowners. 

29. Encourage use of the Forest by disadvantaged, 
handicapped and minority persons. 

30. Follow and pursue intent of the Civil Rights Act to 
provide equal employment opportunities for all 
employees on the Sierra National Forest while 
increasing average grade of women employees and 
percentage of minority group represeptation; and 
ensure that no person is denied participation or 
benefits of any program or activity of the Forest 
Service. Strengthen rural economies by 
implementing 1990 RPA rural development policies. 

31. Maintain, on a continuous basis, Watershed 
hpmvemeat Needs (Conditions) h t o r y  0. 

32 Inventory and map riparian areas. This effort will 
allow for identification of areas to be protected and 
will i d e w  watershed restoration needs. 

4 3  
FUTURE CONDlTION 

43.1 
Forest Theme 

The Forest Plan represents a balanced management 
program with a slight decrease in some market resources 
wer present levels. Dispersed recreation and wilderness 
use arc stressed, with opportunities for quality wildernebs 
experiences enhanced. Timber benefits will be 
conunensurate Hith costs, while mogdziq essential 
balance with other uses and resource capabilities. Fish 
habitat will be maintained at about current levels while 
cwsiduable amounts of late seral stage wildlife habitat 
will be replaced by regenerated stands. 

The ASQ may not be sufficient to ensure continued 
operation of all existing local sawmills. If one of the 
existing sawmills closes, there will be a loas of opportunity 
for local employment. 
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Current trends in population growth will probably 
continue at present rate. This will increase Forest related 
recreational activities. Additional service jobs will be 
generated within local communities. sin& a good 
portion of recreationists come from outside areas, local 
communities will benefit from increased revenue. 

S i s  and brochures will be translated into other 
languages, where necessary. International symbols will be 
used to reduce multihgual signing. Field employees with 
bilingual sMls will continue to be a necessary component 
for good management. 

4.33 
Economics 

The total annual budget needed to implement the Forest 
Plan is 523.1 million. This will result in reduced returns 
to the U.S. Treasury and lower 25% receipt shares to the 
three-county area. There will be fewer jobs and income 
in the local community. Present net value and 
benefit/cost ratio will be lower than current level. 

4.3.4 
Recreation 

There will be a moderate increase in the number of 
developed sites to accommodate increased use. Some 
new development will be done by existing commercial 
permittees and/or licensees and through appropriated 
dollars as a requirement for new or reticend water 
projects. ~ e v d o ~ m e n t  emphasis will be in high use areas 
and in tbe Rural and Roaded Natural Recreational 
Opportunity Class zones. Full service management will 
be provided in most developed sites. Existing sites will be 
rehab'dtated. Some additional OHV routes &d areas 
will be designated where cross-country travel was 
previously allowed. Forest Plan implementation will also 
include development of a new Forest OHV Plan which 
will designate an OHV route system and contain 
management direction from the Forest Plan. The OHV 
Plan will be completed eighteen months after the 
Regional Forester signs the LMP Record of Decision. 
This new plan replaces the 19n OHV Plan. 
Developments such as parking lots, sanitation fa&es, 
marked trails and on-site supervision will be added to 
facilitate snow activities. 

Outdoor recreation emphasis will provide a wide 
spectrum of recreational opportdes.  The ROS class 
objectives element map provides a pichue of the. mix of 
opportunity classes the Forest will strive to maintain or 
reach under this Plan. 

The Forest trail system will expand moderately, using new 
construction and reconstruction, with more intensive 
maintenance and management practices of the system 
provided to contninte toward meeting outdoor 
recreation demand. The historic French Trail from near 
Millerton Lake to the Pacitic Crest Trail is in the process 
of b e i i  reconstructed. Also, small undeveloped sites 

used for camping will receive more intensive management 
and maintenance to assure a quality dispersed recreation 
experience. 

Visitor information and interpretative facilities will 
expand. A full range of services will be provided at major 
recreational use centers, with emphasis on dispersed 
recreation opportunities. 

4 3 5  
Visual Resources 

The visual resources will be managed for the highest 
quality in areas significant to recreation. In high resource 
production areas, visual quality wiU be reduced. The 
landscapes will appear altered as the effect of 
management activities accumulate. In many areas other 
management activities will provide opportunities to 
enhance visual variety. 

4.3.6 
Wilderness 

There are 527,938 acres dedicated to wilderness. Trail 
rehabilitation will continue, b e i  completed before 2010, 
with emphasis on high-use trails and those that disperse 
use. Two types of trails are planned: trails and paths. 

Some Wilderness River segments of the San Joaquin 
River have been recommended for inclusion in the 
National Wild and Scenic River System. Monarch 
Wilderness River segments of Middle Fork Kings River 
have already been designated WSR. Vegetation will be 
returned to a more natural condition, through use of 
prescribed or natural fire, red* fuel levels 
accumulated during the period of tire exclusion. 

4.3.7 
Wild & Scenic Rivers 

River segments totaling 825 miles will be managed as 
part of the National Wild and Scenic River System. This 
includes 70.0 miles chxified as Wild, 2.0 miles as Scenic, 
and 105 miles as Recreational. Nearly 26,400 acres will 
be included in these river corridor management 
c l ~ c a t i o n s .  

Studying metasedimentary rocks, photographing the local 
flora in riparian zones within the corridor, whitewater 
r a f h g + p i c n i c k i n g , s w i m m i n & f i s h i n & ~  . . .  
viewing natural scenery, camping and studying several 
historic sites is expeded to increase. 

Some current and potential uses like mining, 
hydroelectric development and major facility 
development will be foreclosed or curtailed for some 
river segments. The segments affected will depend on 
location and extent of a future adivity. Operations on 
valid, ai&g mining claims will continue. Mining on 
Recreational or Scenic segments may be restricted from 
designated segments. Major hydroelectric development 
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will be forgone on rivers designated as WddIScenic where 
no previous developments exist Facility co~struction will 
be implemented witbin SceniJRecreational river segment 
designations commensurate with existing uses and 
conditions. 

4.38 
F i  Wildlife, and Sensitive Plants 

The Forest program of direct habital improvement will 
annually treat 2,000 acres of wildlife h a b i  and 100 acres 
or stru&ues of fish habitat. Habitat improvements for 
threatened and endangered species will continue near 
present annual rate of20 am&. A forestwide program 
will be implemented to identify target ftsh and wildlife 
species add long-term habitat objekives for each Class 1 
watershed and individual planning compartment. 

Activities deigned to enhance habiit for stream 
dwelling resident trout will involve structural and 
nonstrudural treabnents. Structural improvements may 
include watershed stabilization through streamside 
fencing, instream cover improvements, fishways and fish 
screens, construction of migration barriers, removal or 
relocation of roads, stream bank stabi t ion,  control of 
water level fluctuation, and constmdon of water bars 
and culverts to retard or direct water runoff. 

Nommwtwal improvements may include improving 
quality of spawning gravels, removal of stream barriers, 
control of fish or aquatic plant populations, control of 
human access and fishing pressure and enhancement of 
riparian vegetation. 

Activities deigned to enhance warm and cold water lake 
fisheries will also involve structural and nonstructural 
treatments. Structural improvements may include 6.41 
cover developments, shoreline s tabi t ion,  migration 
barriers and struchlres to control water levels in lakes. 
Nonstructural improvements may include fish population 
control, aquatic plant control, enhancement of riparian 
vegetation and lake fertilization. 

The Forest will strive to establish and maintain three 
breeding pairs of peregrine falcons. Habitat will be 
maintained for the current population of 5-10 wintering 
bald eagles. Twenty-nine California spotted owl habitat 
anas with no scheduled timber harvest will be maintained 
in the Forest. A goshawk survey will identify a network 
with an average of one nest territory per 18 square miles 
of suitable habitat. Timber harvest~&ategies%llbe 
moditied to improve deer habitat in 75% of identified 
population centers and holding areas within the 
eommcrcial forest. AU federally-listed threatened and 
endangered species will be managed in amdance  with 
their recovery plans. The Forest will develop and 
implement management practices to ensure sensitive 
species do not become threatened or endangered 
because of Forest Service actions. 

More field surveys will be conducted to improve our 
howledge of sensitive planis7 A monit05iig p w i k i ,  -. 

consisting of baseline data colledion and regdismveys, 
will evaluate effects of Forest management &species and 
habitats of concern. 

Management of all perennial and many intermittent 
streams will emphasize maintainance of water quality as 
well as prese~ation of riparian habitat values EM fish, 
wildlife and 0 t h  dependant rcsou~ces. The goal of 
manag& riparian areas will be to m a h h  and improve 
existing forestwide conditions over time. When new 
hydroelectric developments are proposed or relicensing 
occurs on existi= developments, the Forest will 
-dinate with fioject proponents and CDFG to insum 
associated hrh and wildlife habitats and sensitive plant 
resources are maintained near current levels on 
proposals and improved where needed on relicense 

4.3.9 
Riparian Areas 

Riparian umw will extend 100 feet on both sides of rivers 
and perennial streams and &om shorelines of lakes and 
ponds. Of an estimated 155,000 aaes of riparian lad, 
about 33,000 will be managed for multiple use. 
Harvesting timber in riparian areas will be limited to road 
rights-of-way, skyskyline d d o r s ,  public safety and fish and 
wildlife enhancement projects. Most of the F m V s  
rip& land is located in Wilderness, thereby giving a 
high level of protection, preservation, and enhan-nt 
of fish and wildlife, soil and water, and riparian plant 
communities now and in the furure. 

Since riparian zones receive proportionately more use 
from wildlife, road and foot tr&q and gazing cattle, 
various projects to protect and enhance affeded riparian 
areas are part of this Plaa Travelways are not considered 
riparian dependent, though they will be permitted to 
occur when compatible with riparian dependent 
resources. Potential impacts will be moderate to low and 
future overall umditiom w e d  to be very similar to 
present conditions because of protective measures 
proposed for various management activities. Protection 
under Federal laws will be acmmplishcd through Best 
Management Practices (Bm) (mduding SMZs that 
control commodity produdon and associated 
constructed M t i e s ,  such as roads) and Standard and 
Guidelines. 

43.10 
Range 

Permitted livestock usc will in- to abont 40,600 
AUMs annually. Most of the increase will be 
accomplished by taking advantage of intensi6ed grazing 
on annual grassland, treatment of chaparral, transitory 
range, con&-~ction of water develop&ts and additional 
drift fences. Limited areas of primary range, presently in 
poor condition, will be managed to improve range 
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condition. Increased production will be partially offset by 
reducing or discontinuing use of poor condition range at 
higher elevations and by grazing adjustments on some 
ranges to maintain amenity values, such as dispersed 
recreation and wildlife resources. 

Site specific management decisions will be made in 
individual Allotment Management Plans (AMPS) through 
an interdisciplinary planning proccss. Continued 
utilization of positive measures, such as salting, h e r d i i  
water developments, fencing and riding will be used 
whenever the opportunities exist, to improve livestock 
distribution and minimize impacts to riparian areas. If 
mitigation is unsuccessful in preventing unacceptable 
resource damage to riparian habitat, measures will be 
taken to reduce or eliminate livestock use in affected 
areas. 

Timber production targets are less under this Plan than in 
the preceding timber management plan. This reduction 
reflects changes in management direction that provide 
greater emphasis on other resources and a shift of 
productive timberland into Wilderness designation. 
Uneven-aged management (Group Selection harvest) will 
be tested on some high volume per acre tractor loggable 
Regulation Class I land. Additional uneven-aged 
management (Group Selection harvest) will occur on 
tractor loggable Regulation Class Jl land. Uneven-aged 
management (Individual Tree Selection) will be used on 
all Regulation Class III land. In addition, harvest on low 
site land will only be wnducted to maintain health and 
vigor of existing stands. Timber management will be 
conducted on 328,900 acres of the Forest's 393,700 acres 
identified as the tentative CAS land base. 

Silvicultural treatments will be selected to meet 
site-specific objectives of a particular, emphasized 
resource. Management options will include prescribed 
burning for wildlife, replanting to replace fallen trees on 
recreational sites, and selective harvesting in SMZs and 
visual retention areas. Although these activities will not 
result in appreciable change to the existing Forest 
condition in the first decade; the amount of late seral 
stage vegetation will decline over the planning horizon. 

The goal on the full- and m&ed-yield CAS land will be 
timber production. Forest stands will be managed to fully 
utilize site productivity. New timber stands in areas of 
sufficient size and location to facilitate stand tending, 
protection, and future harvest will be created. 
Treatments to concentrate growth on the most vigorous 
and healthy trees will be made during the first 30-40 years 
of stand life. F i a l  harvest ofregenerated even-aged 
stands is scheduled to begin as stands reach culmination 
of mean annual increment (CMAI) measured in cubic 
feet. Intermediate harvest in these stands may extend 
culmination period. Assumptions used for rotation age 

are given in Region 5 Land Management Planning 
Direction. 

Gwen the projected hanwt schedule of the Plan, 
saplings, poles, and small sawtimber will replace existing 
late seral stage tree stands. The majority of these stands 
will be even-aged of relative uniform density. Increased 
tree growth and site adaptablility is expected from 
continuation of the Regional Genetic Improvement 
program. 

Size, spacing and sequence of regeneration harvest will be 
designed to provide diversity of age classes between 
timber stands, maintain or improve wildlife habitat, and 
provide an acceptable level of visual quality. 

Measures to protect soil, water and cultural resources will 
be an integral part of all harvest activities. In stands 
where hardwoods occur naturally, they will be managed 
to maintain and enhance biological, wildlife, cultural and 
commodity values. 

Cull logs and slash will be available to the public for 
firewood and, after providing for wildlife habitat needs, 
use of large amounts of woody biomass materials for 
energy production will be encouraged. 

The overall effect of management activity on full-, 
modSed- and limited-timber yield CAS land is to 
increase age class diversity in these areas. These stands, 
of varying ages and sizes, intermingled with upwards of 
250,000 acres of noncommercial land, are part of timber 
emphasis areas. 

4.3.12 
Integrated Pest Management 

Pest management activities will be moderate to high, 
particularly in developed recreational areas and on land 
.managed for timber production. 

4.3.13 
Diversity 

This Plan will provide for a wide variety of plants and 
animals by retaining at least five prcent of each seral 
stage in each major vegetation type by the end of the fifth 
decade. This Plan also will provide for a pattern of early 
and late seral stage habitats produced by the 
interspersion of less intensively managed timber stands 
with more intensively managed stands. This mosaic will 
reduce the possibility of intensive timber management in 
large contiguous homogenous timber stands and will help 
provide wildlife travel corridors and islands of habitat 
&thin and behueen larger stands of vegetation. Riparian 
areas and sensitive furbearer corridors will also create 
mosaic patterns and provide movement corridors. 

Timber management intensity will have a major effect on 
diversity. This Plan will include a distribution of 
management intensity prescriptions that slightly favors 
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late succesional stage habitat on capable and suitable 
(CAS) timber land (56 percent extensive management 
and 44 percent intensive management). If intensively 
managed areas are compared to total forested land base 
instead of CAS, 69 percent will be extensively managed 
and 31 pcreent intensively managed. By the end of the. 
fa decade, this distribution of timber management 
intensities win result in 10 percent of the forwted areas 
b e q i n c a r l y ~ s t a &  14percetlt 
mid-successional stage and 76 percent late successional 
stage. Typical late seral stage stands with multi-layered 
large trees, with obvious signs of decadence and a tree 
caiopy cwer of over 70 pe-mt, will total about 119,000 
acres (2l percent of the forested land base) by the end of 
the f i  decade. 

This Plan will include treatment of 2,000 acres of 
chaparral habitat per year by crushing and prescribed 
b& This treatment, in conjunction with wildfires will 
produce a mosaic of brush including 30,000 acres of early 
succesEional stage, and 50,000 acres of late successional 
st*. 

None of the 5,000 acres of black oak stands on CAS land 
will be hawe.sted for conversion to conifers. However, 
mature hardwood trees within d e r  stands, above the 
required crown dosure standard, wil l  be removed 
reducing hardwoods in some harvested stands. 

Snags and down logs will be managed at dcnsitics 
intended to prcse&c primary cavity nesting birds near 
cumnt densities. In areas w h  F u l l - T ' i  Ydd 
prescription is to be used, snags will be created by the 
second decade because snags left in regeneration cuts in 
the he decade are only expected to last for tcn years. 
Down logs will be managed at levels that arc beliexed to 
be between the existing and naturally occuning condition. 
Other special habitat elements such as &&, talus, rock 
outcrops, caves, ponds, ma~shcs, etc, will remain 
unchanged within the Forest 

43.14 
Soil and Water 

There will be a modcmte pc&&d of ducingwater 
quality and soil productivity. However, mitigation 
measures desaibed in BMP and coordinated spccialikt 
input will be used in projed planning to maintain present 
levels of water quality and soil productivity. Water 
qualitywillremainatitsexistingbighlevelandmcetor 
exceed State and Federal objectives. 

Water yield imeases will result from timbe~ harvesting 
activities, but especially from clearcut and shelterwood 
techniques Other resoume pmj- such as fuelbreaks 
and wildlife butus will also inaease yield but be limited to 
on-site uses. Instream yields in any one drainagewill be 
d due to the d i s o e d  nature of timber hannstine ~~ ~~ ~'~ ~~~ ~~~ ~- 

Based on historical averageq annual water yield at en: of 
f~ decade will be increased by 60,000 acrdfect. 

ImplemenMh of a soil and water e k m e n t  
program, to be initiated during the h t  five years of the 
Plan, wil l  include pm&kms to corred idcntiticd water 
quality problems on 452 me.% Approximately 226 acres 
will be treated in the b t  decade. Soil productivitywill 
be improved on sites that have been degraded by past - . - 
management practices. 

43.U 
Minerals 

Oppodt ies  for mineral aploration and development 
will improve as some nonroaded land is entered for 
resource mampmnt purpom. With emphasis being 
placed by tbe clnrent administration on decreasing U.S. 
depdcnce u p  forcign sources for strategic and 
critical minerals, it is likely that exploration, development 
and extraction of minerals will increase. As a result of 
this incrcascd miDerals activity, c d  of adminhtering the 
minerals management program is expected to increase. 

Strider compliaDce with operating plans for surface 
proteaion and redamation will occur. Assistance in 
planning for mineral extraction will take place to facilitate 
reclamation. Efforts to return disturbed areas to planned 
pduction win inaca6c. 

Rejustification, by 1991, of mineral withdrawah will result 
in some withdrawals being retained to protect key 
resource areas, such as administrative sites and 
recreational developments 

4.3.16 
Lands 

The Real Estate Management Program will be 
acderated moderately. General p-es are: 

(a) Acquire, tbrough land adjustment, key t r a a  of 
non-Federal land (1,000 acres) to enchance 
management efficiency; 

(b) Acquire "inholding landn to xdnce cc& 
related to right-of-way acquisition and 
-survep, 

(c) P d w m  special use permit addktratiou, to 
extent ncecssaty to protect public health and 
safe@ 

(d) Property lints will be surveyed, marked and 
posted to standard with emphasis on those 
aressofpotcntialoccoWiDgtrcspafsand 
produdion of resource commodities; and 

(e) Resoh unauthorized occupancies through sale 
or interchange of Federal land in 
conformance with Small Tracts Act, when 
appropriate. 
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Priority 2. 

Aquke remaining land classified as desirable for 
National Forest status. 

Priority 3. 

(a) Aquke tracts, which because of location or 
character, will become key tracts in the 
f&le future, but for which immediate 
action is not urgent, and 

(b) Acquire land intermingled with or adjacent to 
National Forest land primarilyvaluable for 
watushed plup0F.q timber production. or 
public reaeation and needed to adequately 
block in or consolidate National Forest land 

Increased efforts will be expended to respond to requests 
from private interests for use of National Forest land. 
Most of these &emally imposed needs dl be associated 
with acwlerated hydroeldc generation developments 
and community expansion As more private land within 
the Forest is developed, more demand will be placed on 
public land for community uses. Recent requests for 
community water systems and sewer plant effluent s p y  
fields on Forest land are examples of this trend. Permits 
related to urban u.w will not normalty be provided in 
areas where county zoning calls for limited urban 
development. 

43.17 
Hydmeldc  Development 

There will be continued high interest in maintaining or 
improving e k h g  projects that store water from spring 
moff and free flowing streams behind dams to create 
hydroelect& power andlor to make water available for 
delayed release to downsweam ilsers. Other projects will 
be propmed that divert water fmm sheam into 
penstock, then return to streams. 

Major potential hydtydtoeLe&c projects which are Located 
all or in wst in the Forest are shown in F i e  3.06 of 
FEIS. ~dditionally, numerous minor ~ ~ e c t s  will 
continue to be pro&. Some of the& s j e c t s  will 
prove economically feasible and environrneatally sound, 
& l t h g  in event& development. Ohm, dueto high 
costs, low outputs or ad- environmmtal impacts, will 
be dropped from fiuther consideration. 

Conflicts behveen a proposed hydroeledric development 
and the need for free-flowing streams will continue to 
occur. Increasing number of streams b e i i  proposed for 
hydroelectric development will result in need for 
cumulative imuact studies that address combined effects 
of several projhs on entire watersheds. Also, wild and 
scenic river studies have been made to determine i€ 
certain streams should be recommended for desigaation 
within the National Wild and Scenic River System. If 
designation by Congress occurs, hydroel&c 

development will be foreclosed or cortailcd on some river 
segments. As water developments incnase. np and d m  
the State, some white water rafting arcas will be 
eliminated. This will result in inacamd presswe on 
remaining white water rafting areas, such as Merced 
River and Kings River. Continued efforts will take place 
to reduce acreage withdrawn for power purposes that 
appear to be in excess of power needs. 

4.3.18 
Cultural Resources 

Cultural rwource mauagement will emphasize site 
identification, evaluation and management. A data 
recovery program will be initiated on significant areas 
affected by land-disturbing activities. Siflcant sites, 
including areas of extreme importance to local Native 
American groups, for which adequate mitigation of 
impacts is unlikely. will be pmtected in place. The 
proceduresof36CPR800willbefoUowed. 

Exi&hg and potential special areas in the Forest are 
describedinthissection. Inmostcaswspecialareasare 
adminishafively dcsiguated (in contrast to IegkMve 
designations such as or Wild and Scenic 
Rivers) to be set aside or protected for a speci6c reason 

-- A S A  is designated because of 
unusual or outstanding scenic, culhual, sciedc, nahual, 
or other unique characteristics, which merit special 
attention and management. They are managed to botect 
the rcsouras and, where appropriate, foster public use. 
and enjoyment of their significant values. 

Research - The establishment of RNA 
ramguiw need to promote and protect natural diversity. 
They typify important forest, shrublaad, grassland, alpine, 
aquatic, and geologic types and other natural conditions 
that have special or unique characteristics of scientific 
intwwt and importance. These areas are for 
non-manipulative I-ch and education. 

-- r3peIimentat forwts exist 
throughout the NFS for 6dd studies and to demonstrate 
forest management pradices. 

-- Experimental ranges wdst 
throughout the NFS for field studies and demonstratinn - - 
range management practices. 

~lautandanimalcomm~-geological~&scenic 
grandeur, or other special attniutes that merit special 
management. Areas so designated are managed to 
emphasize recreational and other specified related 
values. The law or order designating each area provides 
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specitic objectives and guidelines for management of the 
area. 

National - Landmarks program provides a 
mechanism for identifyin% protecting, and maintaining - - -  
sites whicb have unique scenic, geol&cal or botanical 
features. 

The following are established or recommended special 
areas: 

Established Recommended 
Acres Acres 

Special h t d  Areas 

Kings Cavern 
GeoI&cal Area 388 

courtright 
Intrusive Contact 
Zone Geological 
Area 11 

Diukey Creek 
Roof Pendant 
Geol&cal Area 640 

Carpcnteria 
Botanical Area 500 

Devils Peak 
Botanical Area 1.600 

McKinley Grove 
Botanical Area 520 

Nelder Grove 
Historical Area 1,434 

Researeh Natural Areas 

Backbone Crcek 430 

San Joaquin 
Experimental 
Range (Blue 
Oak-Dker Pine) 

----- 

80 
---- 

Bi iop  creek 
Padfic 
Ponderosa Pine l.140 

Home Camp 
Creek (Red Fir - 
White Pt) 1.2Gfl 

Experimental Forest 

Teakettle 

Experimental Range 

San Joaquin 43Q 

Special Management Areas 

4.320 
Transportation and Facilities 

The present arterial system is adequate in terms of 
current location However, some upgrading of road 
standards, such as paving or safety improwments, are 
requircd 

The collector road system wiU increase into areas which 
do not currently have adequate access. This increase will 
include relatively few miles, but these miles are more 
expensive than those of the local road system. 

Total miles of roads maintained annuany will vary 
according to assigned maintaance levels and frequency 
of activities scheduled in various areas. Maintenance 
activities result fromvo1ume of timber hawest, recreation 
traffic, fue managemen& administrative traffic, protection 
of adjacent resources and capitol invwtmcnt. 

Because 75% of &g buildings are presently over 36 
years old, many will be eliminated or replaced by 2020. 

Construction of three major work centudtire stations will 
be needed. This includes two new work centers, Kokanee 
at Huntington LaLe and Batterson near Bass Lake., as 
well as a combined Ranger Station serving Kings River 
and Pineridge Ranger Districts. In addition to these 
facilities, theForest Service may choose to accept 
facilities that will be comhvded at hydroe1Cmic projects. 
Acquisition of the Tule Meadow facilities and 
consdidation of the other existingfacilities may be 
essential. 

Protectio~rioritywill increase moderately, with 
-- 

emphasis on GGG O t i S i k b a n i i  
watersheds and commercial forest land. The major 
functional adivities for the Fm Management Program is 
68% for initial attack, 20% for prevention, 1% for 
detedion, and 11% for fucl management. The 
accelerated fuel reduction program, which includes 
tielbreak ccm~tnxtion and maintenance and periodic 
bwuing of natural fuel, will substantially increase costs 
before 2015, until backlog fuel treatment is completed 

Before ml.5, potential for losses from wildfire on 
commercial forest land will have increased as total 
plantation area under 40 years old reaches approximately 
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129,000 acres. There will be a gradual budgeting shift 
from fuel reduction programs to increased protection on 
commercial forest land. Where 50% of the budget 
increase is initally targeted for fuel reduction programs, 
before 20L5 this activity will account for less than 20%. 
After 20L5, suppression costs in front country will decline 
below 1982 levels. Prescribed burning will continue to be 
used to maintain reduced fuel levels. 

Upon approval of this Plan, a Iire management action 
plan will be prepared. This Plan will describe the 
appropriate wildhe suppression responses. 

4.4 
MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTIONS 

Management prescriptions are sets of overall direction 
for managing individual land units. CoUectively, they 
represent the range of management options available to 
the Forest. Each prescription describes a management 
theme, including emphasized resources and general 
direction for its management. 

For planning purposes, the Forest was divided into 
geographical subdivisions called management areas. To 
develop planning alternatives, the interdisciplinary team 
assigned management prescriptions to individual 
management areas in a manner that best met the theme of 
each alternative. The range of alternatives was set to 
display a broad spectrum of management intensities and 
resource emph&is. 

All management prescriptions are subject to additional 
more site-specific direction and/or constraints shown on 
Resource Element Maps. These element maps and 
applicable direction are considered part of the 
prescription for each management area. The 
management prescriptions for Sierra National Forest are 
summarized below. Additional information regarding 
these prescriptions can be found in the accompanying 
EIS and the planning files. 

4.4.1 
Wilderness 

This prescription maintains and protects wilderness 
values. AU National Forest land within designated 
wilderness is managed in accordance with the Wilderness 
Act of 1%4 (16 USC 1l31-1U6) andlor terms established 
in the legislative act. The areas are free of roads. 
Motorized trail use is prohibited. Pest management 
activities are used to protect adjacent land from 
unacceptable pest-caused damages and prevent unnatural 
loss of the wilderness resource from exotic pests. 
Opportunities are abundant for primitive and 
semiprimitive dispersed recreation, such as hiking, 
horseback riding, camping, fishing, hunting, sightseeing 
and photography. No regulated or unregulated timber 
yields are planned. Fue protection activities are 
conducted to minimize suppression impacts and permit 
reintroduction of prescribed and natural occurring fue. 

Livestock grazing continues with approved Allotment 
Management Plans. In most wildlife populations, species 
composition and habitat are allowed to change as part of 
natural processes. Wildlife objectives focus on stands 
favoring late successional stage vegetation and species 
that prefer these habitats. 

4.4.2 
Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rivers 

This prescription emphasizes preservation of the free 
flowing condition of selected rivers having various 
outstandingly remarkable features and notable values for 
eventual inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic River 
System. This prescription calls for management of 
recommended segments in accordance with the Wid and 
Scenic Riven Act of 1968. 

Wild segments are managed to protect natural values, 
while providing river-related outdoor recreational 
oppomrnities in a primitive setting that is generally 
inaccessible, except by trail. Construction of dams or 
diversions are prohibited. Wildlife objectives focus on 
stands favoring late successional stage vegetation and 
species that prefer these habitats. 

Scenic segments allow motorized access in special 
locations. Nonintensive timber management to wrrect 
safety problems and control insect and disease outbreaks, 
inconspicuous f i h  and wildlife habitat improvement, and 
water management practices to correct resource 
problems are allowed, as well as recreational pursuits 
along the river. 

Recreational segments allow recreational development 
along the river to provide opportunity to engage in 
activities enhanced by the river, as well as all activities 
listed for scenic segments. Recreational designations do 
not preclude consideration of dams andlor diversions in 
certain situations. F i h  and wildlife projects are 
permitted. Designated rivers within designated 
wilderness or special management areas are governed by 
the more restrictive act. 

4.43 
Mium-Leve l  Management (Class N) 

This prescription provides custodial protection to existing 
Forest resources Management a w e s  are limited to 
monitoring for conditions that might adversely affect 
resources on such sites. Appropriate actions are initiated 
when and where necessary to reduce threat to adjacent 
resources. Wildlife objectives focus on stands favoring 
late successional stage vegetation and species that prefer 
these. habitats. Timber harvest can occur incidental to 
other permitted activities. Dead and dying timber may 
also be harvested after analyzing and providing for other 
wildlife habitat needs. All timber harvest is unregulated. 
This prescription applies to Mt. Raymond, Ferguson 
Ridge, Devils Gulch, Bihkey Lakes, Kings River Special 
Management Area, SOHAs, (unless another prescription 
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is authorized in the SOHA management plan), po& 
of the Developed Recreation vkblc kom- 
Court&ht and Wishon Reservoirs, the a m  W n  the 
~ n s e l ~ d a m s  and D i e y  Lakes Wilderness leading to 
Edison and Florence Lalry and riparian areas. 

4.4.4 
Limited-Timber Yield (Class III) 

This prescription protects sensitive soils and maintains 
visual quality in a nearly natural state. The presQiption 
pennits limited-timber harvest commensurate with other 
resource protection goals. Other commodity resources 
are managed for a limited range of multiple use 
objectives Mineral exploration and development, O W  
use, livestock grazing, fire suppression and r d d  
development are permitted when emphasized resource 
values such as visual, soils and wildlife can be protected. 
This prescription applies to areas which have retention as 
the visual quality objective, such as the vicwshed along 
major roads and highways and within and adjacent to 
major recreation areas. It also applies to otherwise 
unencumbered (No other redctions) sensitive h k e r  
habitat outside. of SOHAE 

4.45 
M o d i t i d - T i r  Yield (Class LI) 

This prescription prwidcr moduate levels of timber 
outputs, while allowing signiticant considerations for 
wildlife habitat and visnal quality. Where viewshed 
protection is planned, vegetation management can be 
evident, but is subordinate. Wddlife objectives focus on 
balanffid stands favoring early and mature successional 
stage vegetation and species that prefer these habitats. 

Forest resources arc managed to provide a moderate 
range of multiple use objdves ahd outputs. Timber 
hamsting is modified to improve or maintain wildlife 
habitat &d visual quality. ~ o r a ~ e  is managed for gmhg 
of domatic Ikatock and wildlife use. Recreation 
opportullih are primarily for diS+ achmes 

... in a 
roaded nahual setting, OHV use is permitted on 
designated routes or areas. Mineral exploration and/or 
de610pment is permitted where emphasiid resource 
valw can be protected. This presription applies to 
Shuteye, the areas adjacent to Mammoth Pool, areas 

re tea !  as the visual quality objective 
and deer population centers and holding areas. 

4.4.6 
Full-Tin~ber Yield (Class I) 

This prescription provides intensive management of 
selected fw&t &urces, including &, range, watu 
and wildlife habitat. The greatest production of goods 
comes kom these areas. A Ml&ge of inten& pest 
management practices is available lo minimize 
damages. An efkient and economical transportation 
system is developed for resource management. 
Dispersed recreational opportunities exist in a roaded 

natural setting. OHV use is permitted on d e s i i e d  
routes or areas. 

Forest resources are managed to achieve a broad range of 
multiple use objectives and outputs. 'I3mber is managed 
intensively using a full range of silviculhual methods. 
Forage is managed for domestic livestock grazing. 
Vegetation moditicatiom can visually dominate the 
landscape and mineral exploration andlor development is 
permitted. Fie  protection is carried out at a h l  
neccssaty to protect the Forest's ab'ity to produce 
scheduled resource. outpub. Wildlife objectives focus on 
stands favoring early successional stage vegetation and 
species that prefer these habitats. This pewiption 
applies to all areas not described in Minimum-Level 
Management, W e d -  and M&d-Timber Yield 
Presoiptions. 

This prescription emphasizes developed recreational 
opportunities at levels of developme.nt and intcn5ii 
expressed by management direction and standards and 
guidelines. These o w t i c s  include public 
campgrounds, picnic areas, visitor information centers, 
vistas, resorts, orgauhticm camp0 and rtcrcation 
residences. Rural and roaded natural recreational 
o p p o e  are stressed. 

Regulated timbcr hawed is prohibited within the actual 
developed site, but is penoissiile outside the site when it 
is cornpatie with primary goals for the area. Diseased 
and hazardous trecs are removed from the W p e d  
site. OHV use is prohibited, except for ingress and 
egress. Threatened I en-d and sensitive wildlife 
habitat and species are protected. 

Other important considerations include water quality and 
intensive h e  protection measarcs to protect the public, 
improvements and Forest resources. 

4.4.8 
Administrative Si 

This prescription provides sites necessary for 
administration of the F m t .  These areas arc generally 
small (V4 to 40 acres) and include facilities such as 

~ o o ~ u ~ ~ i i ~  r a n g a n g -  
presently exist or are needed to provide planned 
m-lF- 

Forest resources am managed to me& admhktrative 
objectives. OHVs are restricted to roads. Vegetation 
and soil am m&ed to accommodate facilities, but 
dishubancc mink id .  Timber is harvested to salvage 
dead, diseased or hazardous h-ees. No replated timber 
yield is planned. Orazing is prohibited at most 
administrative. sites. Mineral exploration andlor 
deveiopment is not permitted. Fm pmtecticm measures 
are planned to protect improvements. 
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4.4.9 
Special Interest Areas 

4 .43  
R-ch Natural Areas 

This prescripdon proteds and manages unique 
gmloghl, historical, a rb log ica l ,  botanical, and 
memorial featwes, and makes educational oppormnities 
available. A wide range of resowce adhities is permitted 
on areas where feahues can be protected. Mineral 
exploration and /or development are not permitted. 
Regulated timber yields are not planned. Specific tire 
protection objectives are d l i s h e d  to protect special 
values. Wildlife objectives for species favoring late 
successional stage vegetation are met. 

4.4.10 
Special Management Area (Kings River) 

This prescription emphasizes dispersed reneation, 
protection of the area's natural archaeological and scenic 
resowces; and management for fish and wildlife. 
grazing and off-road vehicle use are permitted to the 
same extent as was before the enactment. OHV use is 
d c t e d  to e e d  roads and trails. 

T i  hawesting is permitted ody as required to 
control itlscd and disease attacks, salvage fire damaged 
timber, and coaserve scenery or hist& values. 
Hunting and lishing is penuitted where applicable State 
and Federal lam, fish and wildlife values, and public 
safety are not jmpardkd Land within the area 
continues to be withdrawn from mineral entry. Out- 
recreation use and hiking trails are permitted. 

4.4.11 
Experimental Forest 

This prescription provides research and development of 
s i l ahua l ,  wildlife, watershed and other applied forest 
manageme& pradi&. Management acti&s permitted 
in experimental forests do not conflict with objectives of 
ongoing ~ c h .  A limited transportation system is 
dcvelopea R d o n  opportunities are limited and 
occur in nonroaded nahual stnings while OHV use is 
prohibited. b a l  exploration aadlor development are 
not permitted. Linstock grazing is p e d t t c d  Timber is 
managed with appropriate dviculhual &cds to 
achieve research goals, but no regulated timber yields are 
planned F ie  p ro tech  is d e d  out to protect 
research values and minimize acnage bwned. 

4.4.12 
Experimental Range 

This prescription provides for range and wildlife r-ch 
in nonforested areas. Management adivities on 
experimental ranges do not contlict with m c h  
objectives. The range of permitted management adivitics 
are the same as those described for experimental forests. 
Recreational opportunities are limited. 

This pmaiption protcds and manages natural areas as 
wtential mmwnents of the Forest Service RNA Svstcm. =~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

~ispe1se.d nokiotorized recreation is ilnited. &stock 
grazing is r d c t e d  or prohibited. Mineral exploration 
and/or development is prohibited. No timber yields are 
planned. Specific fire protection objectiw are set for 
each area to protect n d  values. Pest mmgwnent 
adivities are directed toward non-native pests-~ost  
wildlife objectives for species favoring late successional 
,stage wgektion are met. 

. 

This presctiption improves National Forest land 
ownership p&terns through land exchange. Emphasis is 
directed t d  costcffective cases, which wiJl reduce 
management costs, facilitate protection and increase 
production of resource commodities. 

Those isolated/scatte~ed parcels of Federal land 
identified for disposal through exchange are managed for 
a range of multiple use objectives and outputs, but 
investments are-limited. The objective is to exchange 
these parcels for non-Federal land within National Forcst 
boundaries, which enhance public benefits and reduce 
administrative costs, such as boundary line estabhhment 
and maintenance, right-of-way acq&on, fire 
protection, and trespass. Land that provides aitical 
habitat for threatened and endangered species is not 
identified for disposal. 

E n d a n c e q  such as special use permits, and 
investments, such as roads, fences, cattle guards, 
fuclbreaks, wildlife habitat improvement projects and 
developed recreational sites, are limited. Dispersed 
mmation in a roaded natural setting is permitted, but 
not encouraged Mineral exploration and/or 
development is permitted Mineralized land is exchanged 
only if the govenunent can rcservc the minerals. C i t e d  
fish and wildlife habitat improvements are provided 
during other resource activitiW, but are not emphasized. 
A full range of pest management practices are used. 
Vegetation and soil stab'* is most likely moditled due to 
the predomitlancc of privately owned land sunomding 
Forest parcels. Fire protection seeks to minimize amage 
burned and are usually implemented by cooperating 
agencies. 

4.4.4.15 
Dispemd Recreation 

This prescxiption emphasizes dispersed recreational 
-ties, primdy in semiprimitive, roaded nahual 
ad rural recreabonal opportunity-class settings. 
Emphasis is also placed on wildlife management. Visual 
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development and management are expressed by 
management direction and standard6 and guidelines. 

Although most areas given this pmaiption have b i t 4  
suitability for timber, range, wildlife, and developed 
recreation due to topography, soils andlor climate, the.% 
projects andlor activities are allowed on suitable land. 
Road construction is held to a minimum with most roads 
dosed, to retain dispersed reaeattonal opportndies in a 
semiprimitive nonmotorized or motorized Sening. a&r 
cornoletion ofmana~ement &ties. OHV use of access 
routes into most of dese areas is generally allowed to 
continue. Semiprimitive non-motorized areas are closed 
to OHV use. 

4.4.16 , 

Front Country 

This prescription emphasizes wildlife and range 
management activities, with adequate protection of 
water564 values. FOG and ra&e &provements are 
provided as needed. Vegetative manipulation, such as 
& d i d  burns and fucibreak~, arc Ged to promote 
&Iy successional stage b r o w  species and @asses for 
wildlife habitat improvement, increased livestock forage, 
natural fuels reduction and watershed protection. Fi 
protection and natural fuels reduction are very important. 
Multi-resource benefitting projcds (wildlife, range, fuel 
management) are the m ~ & m m t  objective. 

45 
MANAGEMENT STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES 

45.1 
Orientation 

These management standards and guidelines supplement 
National and Regional standards, guidelines, and 
direction and also complete the management 
prescriptions for the management areas. Standards and 
guidelines apply to all management areas and analysis 
areas or aggregates of ady& areas. The numbered 
areas are shown on the Forest Plau Map. Their use 
depends on the prescribed prescription. They start with 
large groupings of analysis areas and progress downward 
through subgroups to individual analysis areas. Thus, to 
ascertain the sum total of standards and guidelines 
applicable to a specific area, the reader must work 
progressively through them. 

For example, the tist grouping of standards and 
guidelines is forestwide, affecting all applicable 
management areas. The seconddgrouping is based on 
individual management areas with standards and 
guidelines applicable to all anatysis areas within the 
management area. The third group has standards and 
guidelines that apply within a single analysis area or 
grouping of anal* areas within the management area. 
The concept is initially of a vev broad focus, 
progressively narrowing through subgroupings to s@i 
loeations as necessary to deal with issues and concerns, 

opportunities, aod needs identiIied in the planning 
process. Site Specitic areas are also located through use 
of the Element Maps accompanying this document. 

45.2 
Foreatwide Standard and Guideliaes 

1. Provide moderate inenases in intensively used 
recreational developments. 

2 Rehabilitate trails for user convenience and resource 
protection by 2010. 

3. Encourage use of Forest by disadvantaged, disabled, 
and minority persons. Provide for their needs when 

4. Continue emphasizing opportunities for equestrian 
8SC6. 

5. Provide substautial increases in interpretive services 
about Forest environments and Forest management 

6. Increase capacity of developed sites about 7% by 2000. 
Use the FERC hydroelccbic liwnsing/relieensing 
process to develop recreational facilities necessary 
to acaommodate project-induced mxeational needs. 

7. Provide for upgrading commercial recreational 
services and facilities such as stores, outfitem guide 
services, resorts, ete. Existing permittees will be 
allowed to expand in response to public demands 
within existiog recreation development and 
experience level. The following are examples of 
recreation development level: 

Level 1 Amel Adams - Primitive 
Level 2 FlorendEdbn - Semiprimitive motorized 
Level 3 Rcdinger - Motorized 
Level 4 Huntiogtmnkey - Rural 
L e d  5 Bass Lake - Urban 

8. Provide for expansion of Sierra Summit ski area to 
capacity before authorizing additional ski area 
development 

9. Develop a group day use and trailhead facility on 
Trails End site. 

10. Prohibit expansion of Camp Fresno and regain 
porttons of the camp's facilities which wnflia with 
unrestridcd public auws and use of D i e y  Creek. 

11. Prohibit expansion of Camp El-0-Wm onto the 
Forest's laud. 
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12. AUow no new recreation lots or trads to be 
established. 

U. Establish visitor information stations at locations 
accessl%le to and frequented by large numbers of 
people. Encourage joint agency information centers. 

14. Provide inaeases in road and trail c011struction to 
facilitate oppo-es for dispmed use. 

15. Provide opportunities for increasing diqmd 
recreation about 15% by uXM. 

16. Rehabitate faciliticb in dis@ recreational areas 
to provide for visitor comfort and site protection by 
2005. 

17. Except for over-snowvehicles, allow no aoss-country 
OHV travel. Designate additional OHV routes in 
areas where am-country travel was previously 
allowed. Open all Maintenance Level 1 and 2 roads 
for OHV use unless designated closed. 
Maintenance Level 3,4 and 5 roads are closed to 
unlicensed OHV use unless designated as a 
c o h e d  use road. Designate those trails where 
motor bike use will be allowed. Restrict snowmobile 
use to designated routes in snowplay areas, along 
major highways, within major developed rec~eation 
.areas, and in popular am-com!ry sld meas. 

18. Provide protection and rctainment of rrails and OHV 
routes when land-disturbing &ties arc planned. 

19. Provide parking and sanitation facilities for rowplay, 
snowmobii and aoss-counuy ski areas. 

20. Limit recreational events involving motorized vehides 
to established or approved routes Approve other 
types of events on a case-by-case basis, all to be 
authorized by special use permit. 

21. Follow Sierra National Forest Manual direction, 
providing Forest policy on reaeational residence 

22 Maintain acreages in each ROS class to meet 
objectives shown on ROS Element map. 

23. A plan will be developed, as needed, to manage 
bicycle use in mountainous areas outside of 
wildemss. 

24. Cooperate with State, other agencies, and user groups 
to identify and, where compatible with Forest plan 
management objectives, develop segments of trail 
that support the concept of a statewide trail system 
comeding use areas and providing oppormnity for 
long distance trail touring. 

25. Meet visual quality objedives for all Forest land, 
managing for Viual Condition Qpes II and Ill 
along designated reaeational travel routes and 
around destination recreational areas. (See Visual 
Quality Element Map.) 

26. Where visual quality objectives are Type U Viual 
Conditions: 

a Maaage activities affecting vegetative cover 
type or structure to be visually buffered after 
completion. 

b. Manage CAS timber stands for dive* size 
classes 
and distribute according to the following 
guide: 

size Class berorrn 
dosure 

30+ inches 28-38 
21-30 23-31 
11 - 21 14-18 
5-11 12-16 
< 5 8-12 

c Timber removals will generally be limited to 
sanitation and salvage, with complete slash 
treatment. 

d. Design and install structures to be compatible 
with 
and subordinate to the landscape's natural 
characteristics. 

e. Roads are to be designed and umstmded to be 
snbo~dinate to the landscape's natural 
characteristics, after completicq as viewed 
from off-site. 

27. Where visual quality objeclives are Type IU Visual 
Conditions: 

a. Activities affecting vegetative cover type or 
strudure may be visually evident, but will 
appear subordinate to the landscape's natural 
characteristics after completion. 

b. Manage CAS timber stands to maintain size 
JasJ distli%ution as follows: 

30+ inches 0 
21-30 25-32 
11 - 21 25-32 
5-11 22-28 
< 5 15-21 
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c T i  removals in the foregronnd win be 
W e d  to group seledion and shelterwood, 
with total slash treatment Clearcutting may 
be used if site condition precludes assurance 
of a healthy stand using s h e l t e d .  

d Emphasize sheltemcd over c l c a r c d q  in the 
middleground, l i d b g  harvest units generally 
to 20 acres or less. 

e. De&n and install struchrres to be ccrmpahble 
with and subordinate to the landscape's 
natural characteristics. 

f. Roads are to be desiped and constructed to be 
subordinate, alter completion, to the 
landscape's natural charaduistics, as viewed 
from off-site. 

g. The visual quality objective is Type IIl Visual 
Conditions in the immediate forewound at all 
developed recreational Sites of ~ S ~ A O T  
capacity, or greater, unless another objective 
is specified on Viual Quatity Element Map. 
S i  owsideration win be given to smaller 
sites, based on their sigDifcanffi in project 
P-g. 

h. Seldomly-seen areas within Type III Viual 
Condition zones, where regulated timber 
hamst is practiced, may be managed for Type 
IV Viual Conditiolls. 

28. Where visual quality objectives are ?Lpe IV Visual 
Conditions: 

a. Plan management activities in the foreground 
that may appear dominant, suggesting the 
features ofthe natural landscape. 

b. Plan activities in the middkjqmd that may 
amear dominant, but have features similar to 
&& occnrring naturally. 

r Plan activities in the badrground that may be 
evident, but subordinate to the natural 

29. Where visual quality objectives are V Viual 
Conditions: 

a. Plan management activities in the foreground 
or middleground that may be dominant and 
unnatural, only sugBesting features natural to 
the landscape. 

b. Plan activities in the backgtound that may 
appeer dominant, with features similar to 
thoseoccurringnaturally. 

30. Provide opportudtks for public use, enjoyment and 
mdmtanding ofwilde-. 

31. Manage dcsignatcd river corridors according to 
tAs&c&on and direction established in the Wild 
and Smenic River management plans. 

32. Study and inventory rivers for possible inclusion into 
the WU and Scenic River System and p r o w  until 
future status is detemhed. 

33. Generally, riparian management areas will extend 100 
feet horizontally from the edge of perennial streams, 
Lalres and resewoh, except along those streams 
desigmted as essential habitat in the Interagency 
Agrccmcnt for C d h i a  mmaima, where the 
umcwillbe150fect. 

34. Maintain or increase current fo& program of 
dLed habitat improvement. 

35. Annually submit requests for habitat improvement 
funds to: (1) appropriate county commissions that 
dispe~ae fish and game fine money, and (2) State 
agencies that disperse Senate b i i t a t e  proposition 
money. 

36. Annually update Pyear habitat imprarcmcnt plans 
for eachkiuger D i i  in coopention with 
Calif- Department of Fih and Game. 

37. For fish and wildlife habitat projects funded through 
timber sales, give highest priority to meadows and 
riparian areas in sales areas. 

38. For habitat improvement projects funded from 
sources other than timber sales, focus on habitats 
outside the timber plamhg compartment. 

39. Establish a 200-foot amc on each side of all reaches 
of the tributaries to Portuguese Creek and Cow 
Creek where Lahontan cutthroat trout currently 
ocnvonallCla&rI,II,and~tributarieJabove 
those reaches. Apply the followiog standards within 
this wne: 

a Recommendations of a fisheries biologist must 
be considered prior to removal of any 

b. Trees must be felled and yarded away from the 
stream oourse; 
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c. No motorized vehicles will be allowed off 
permanent roads except as authorized by 
permit or contract, 

d. Sksh and other debris will be kept out of stream 
comes except for the purpoac of fsh habitat 
improvement. Woody debris removed from 
stream courses will be disposed of by methods 
other than machine piling or broadcast 
burning. 

c. Dust abatement within 2(Kl feet of stream 
w- will be made with mat& other than 
petroleum products and will be recommended 
by a fisheries biologist; 

f. Ephemeral channels may only be crossed with 
equipment alter consultation with a fisheries 
biologist; and 

g. Pemit no water drafting firom stream reaches 
d e s c n i  in R6 that could jeopardize the 
current status of pure Lahontan cutthroat 
trout populations. 

40. For each Class 1 watershed, timber sale planning 
compartment and other appropriate land 
management areas, dtd fish and wildlife species or 
guilds that will become the axa's target animals for 
management. Establish habitat objectives for all 
target species during the nwd planning cycle. 

41. Seek flows and habitat conditions below new 
hydroelectric projects that maintain fishery and 
wildlife resources near naturally ocwring 
(preproject) conditions. 

42 During relicensing of hydroelectric projects, seek 
flows and habitat more favorable to fish and wildlife 
on projects where they have obviously been 
degraded by the project Adequate flow and habitat 
conditions will be dehed in our 4e ktter to the 
FERC, or during our effort to set Fsh and Wildlife 
objeetiws for Class I watersheds, (whichever 
happens fist). 

43. When watering roads for dust abatement, protect 
fishery streams by: 

a Mowing no drafting unlw immediate 
downstream discharge from drafting site is 
maintained at l.5 cfs or greater. 

b. Permitting water drafting to remove no more 
than 5036 of any stream's ambient discbarge 
that is wcr 1.5 cfs 

- 

c Allowing no drafting in or above stream 
reachcsiupporting pure populations of 
Lahontan cutthroat trout (See Stdion 45.16 

44. Minimize, during July, management activity, such as 
logging and vehicular trafftc, in deer population 
centers &3,4,5,7,10, C!, 14,15,16,22,24 and 29. 
(See Wildlife Element Map) 

45. M i  management adivity in d m  holding areas 
5 3,4,6 and 10-18 during the following periods (See 
Wildlife Element Map): 

a. Holding areas above 5,000 feet elevation - May 
15 to June 15 and October 1 to November 30. 

b. Holding areas below 5,000 feet elevation - May 1 
to June 1 and October 15 to November 30. 

46. Keep vehicle travel at low levels in deer winter ranges 
2,5,6 and 7 from December 1 tkough April. (See 
W m e  Element Map) 

47. In key wildlife areas, regulate road use through 
seasonal or permanent closures. Do not close roads 
needed for permanent public use. (See Wildlife 
Element Map) 

48. In key deer areas, reduce disturbance from uonnal 
t r a c  by leaving a screen of vegetation immediately 
adjacent to maintenance Level III, IV and V roads, 
where feasible and pradical. Whert screening docs 
not exist or when wrHting screening cannot be 
proteded during routine management adivities, 
carryout subsequent management in a manner that 
will not impede the development of adequate 
sac- 

49. W~thin deer holding arw 2,3,4,6,10-18 and dea  
population enters 2,3,4,5,7,10,12,14, LS, 16,22, 
24 and 29. (See Wildlife Element Map): 

a The average regeneration unit will be no greater 
than 10 acres, unless s i w  and shapes are 
organized to optimize the usable area for deer. 

b. Plant conifers on a 6' x 12' spacing, with widest 
distance along contour. 

c. Release from grass, forb and s h b  competition 
will be allowed until plantations are certified 
as acceptably stocked (typically 3 years). 

d. Grasses, forbs and shrubs may be planted after 
plantations are certified as acceptably stocked. 

50. Seed skid trails, landings and temporary roads, where 
desirable and feasible, with species favored by 
wildlife. 

51. Use the management plans for the North Kings, San 
Joaquin, Huntington, Oakhurst and Yosemite deer 
he& as deer habitat management guider 

and EIS Section 35.53). 
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52. Cooperate with private landowners to encourage 
resource protection on private lands. 

53. Protect nests and dens of all sensitive wildlife species 
until young are gone. Arrange hamst units and 
other management activities to preserve nests and 
dens. 

54. Protect Forest's 6 identitied superior nest sites for 
peregrine falcons. 

55. Protect important roost trees and feeding areas for 
wintering bald eagles at Shaver, Redinger, and Bass 
Lakes, and Pie Flat Reservoir. 

56. No new management activities will be approved 
within goshawk nest site areas until a Forest 
Goshawk Network is approved. Nest site areas may 
encompass up to 50 acres of suitable goshawk 
habitat. Occupied nest sites found within areas 
where managdment activities have already been 
authorized shall be protected as descnied in S&G 

57. Provide 24 California spotted owl habitat areas 
( S O W )  outside wilderness areas, each with at 
least 1,000 acres of suitable core habitat and 650 
acres of replacement. Prior to approving new 
management activities within the 4,500 acre circle, as 
depicted on the spotted owV~cnsitive furbearer 
element map, an analysis will be prepared and a 
SOHA plan written to identify the 1,030 acres of 
base habitat and 650 acres of replacement habitat. 

58. Manage marten and fisher habitat management areas 
with the goal of maintaining sufficient amounts of 
habitat and habitat characteristics that contribute to 
the viability of these species. Validate assumptions 
of the Regional literature review as modir1e.d to 
meet Sierra National Forest conditions. Use 
information from research, admiuistrative studies 
and monitoring to improve management for the 
maintenance of marten and t i e r  in coordination 
with California Department of Fish and Game. 

9. Continue existing Forest uses in marten and fisher 
management areas when such advitywill not 
diuec& or indirectly preclude use ofthe areas by 
marten and fisher. 

60. Permit limited-timber yield harvests and other new 
activities in marten and f i e r  habitat management 
areas when supported by a biological evalu&on and 
habitat management plan. 

61. Prepare biological evaluations for proposed new 
activities in management areas with the objectives of 
maintaining sufficient amounts and distribution of 
marten and fisher habitat and habitat characteristics 
to contribute to a viable population and sustain the 
health and vigor of timber stands. Based on the 

biological evaluation and environmental analysis, 
utilize timber harvest practices such as salvage, 
sanitation, individual tree and group selection 
h t s  that meet these stated objectives. . . .. .. - 

62. For connectivity, manage a minimum of 600 foot wide 
trawlways, identified and mapped as part of the 
pbning m r d ,  to provide linkage between marten 
and fisher habitat management areas. Continue 
existing Forest uses in and adjacent to travelways.. 
Allow new management activities in travelways when 
t h e y d  not directly or indirectly prcclude use by 
marten and f d e r  as determined by a biological 
d u a t i o a  

63. Manme all marten and fisher re~roductive sites. 
locat& outside designated habiiat management. 
areas, to retain suitable habitat attributes. Include 
uO a& of suitable habitat if adjacent to mature , 1 
timber stands or MO acres if adjacent to open 
canopy arw. Identify recommended acreage and 
habitat conditions utilizing the biological evaluation 
process. The biological evaluation should analyze: 
a) whether to move habitat management area 

I 
boundaries to incorporate known marten and fisher '1 
reproduction sites, orb) modify the boundaries of I 
the seven identified habitat management areas to 
accommodate the use of suitable habitat, keeping 
acres managed for furbearers constant. Permit no 
new management activities in any reproductive site 
that will preclude use of the area by marten and 

I 
!isher for reproduction, as evaluated in a biological 
evaluation. 

64. Manage snag and down logs within each timber 
planning compartment as follows: 

a. Maintain an average of 1.5 hard snagdacrc in 
sizes 15-24" DBH x 20' or larger in height in alI 
time periods. 

b. Maintain an average of 0.5 hard snagdacre in 
siw 2F or greater DBH x 20' or larger in 
height in all time periods. 

e. Maintain a sufficient number of live trees 
(replacement snags) in the compartment to 
sustain average densities in a. and b. 

d. Retain approximately 3 down logdaae 
measuring at least 20" diameter x 20' in various 
stages of decomposition. 

e. Snags used to meet the average should be 
comprised of hardwood and softwood trees. 

f. Snags should be managed in small dumps of 5 
or 6 that are well distributed through the 
compartment, and down logs should be 
uniformly distributed, where feasible. 
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g. Cedar snags should not be used to meet 
prescriied snag densities. 

h. Snags used to meet the average should be 
concentrated more in the vicinity of streams, 
meadows, and the edges of openings. 

i. Leave all snags and downed logs in riparian 
areas, where consistent with public safety and 
fisheries habitat objectives. 

j. If the conditions in items a., b. and c are not 
met in a compartment, the compartment 
should meet these conditions when project 
activity is completed. 

65. On CAS timber land, forestwide, maintain and grow 
mast-producing oaks in numbers proportional to 
current inventory. However, where hardwoods and 
conifers cwdst, the goal is to increase conifers, 
subject to Iimits imposed to protect oaks. 
Opportunity to increase conifers in regeneration 
units will be evaluated on a stand-by-stand basis, 
while targets for oak management will be evaluated 
by timber wmpartment or planning area 

66. Manage oaks where they occur naturally as follows: 

a. In harvest units and other treatment areas 
within key deer winter ranges, migration 
corridors, holding areas, and population 
centers, the abundance of oaks on CAS land 
(as measured by their contribution to 
regulated stand crown closure) should not be 
less than half the existing average oak crown 
closure of mast producing oaks on all CAS 
land within the deer areas, or 20% crown 
closure, whichever is greater. The existing, 
average oak crown closure in timber 
compartment deer areas and other planning 
areas should be determined from the W 
available data for 1985. Where regenerated 
stands average less than 20% aown closure of 
mast producing oaks prior to regeneration, 
retain all oaks to the extent practical. 

b. For other harvest units and treatment areas, 
the abundance of oaks (as measured by their 
w n t r i i o n  to crown closure) should not be 
lws than one-quarter of exkting average 
crown closure of mast producing oaks for all 
CAS land within the wmpartment or 10% 
crown closure, whichever is greater. Where 
regenerated stands average less than 10% 
before regeneration, retain all oaks to the 
extent practical. 

c. In noncommercial areas, retain all oaks for 
wildlife needs, except in existing and proposed 
shaded fuelbreak areas. Where desirable and 

improvement measures to increase the 
number of oaks. 

67. Develop sensitive plant species management guides to 
identify population goals and compatible 
management activities that will maintain viability. 

68. Manage sensitive plant species to avoid future listing 
as threatened and endangered. Ensure maintenance 
of gendc and geographic diversity and viable 
populatiolls. 

69. Give primary management emphasis in riparian areas 
to protect and enhance the riparian ecosystem, 
riparian vegetation, water quality, soils, fsh and 
wildlife resources. 

70. Riparian area protection and Streamside 
Management Zone detenniaation will be based on 
methods described in FSH 2505'22, Sierra 
Supplement 1 which gives specific direction for 
width determinations. 

71. In the absence of on-site riparian area protective 
width determinations, r iparh areas will extend 100 
feet horizontally from the edge of perennial streams, 
lakes and reservoirs. Deviations resulting from 
on-site evaluations will be documented in project 
environmental assessments. 

n When on-site project evaluations identify the need to 
afford protection to intermittent andlor ephemeral 
drainages, the protection zone widths will be defmed 
in accordance with the Forest Streamside 
Management Zonc determination process as 
described in the FSH 2509.22, Sierra Supplement 1. 

73. Riparian areas in the Forest will be mapped, 
inventoried, and monitored during the current 
plaming cyde. 

74. Manage vegetation in designated riparian areas so 
existing foreshvide diversity is maintained in all 
periods. 

75. Metain  or enhance productivity of Forest meadows 
to accommodate wildlife and range resources. 

76. In stream reaches occupied by fish, any activity that 
results in trampling and chiseling of stream ba& 
should not exceed 20% of any given stream reach. 
Controls such as re-routing trails, relocating 
dispersed mpsites, andlor fencing of areas will be 
ustd to manage activities and improve riparian 
aditions in identified areas not meeting this 
standard 

feasible, undertake direct habitat 
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77. Protect streamside zones by locating new roads 
outside of riparian areas, except at stream crossings. 

91. Maintain stock driveways and travelways in usable 
condition. 

78. Avoid constructing new roads within the perimeter of 
meadows and other riparian mas where 
opportunities wrist to relocate or obliterate wrisling 
roads. 

92. Perennial fongc meadows presently in poor 
ecological condition, but having capabiity for 
improvement, will be managed to establish a fak or 
better ecological condition. 

79. When existing routes through riparian areas and 
meadows are not compatible with riparian 
dependent resources, consider re-routing. 

93. On lands when m u r c e  goals other than timber are 
emphasized, limited timber yield will be incidental 
to management of those resources. Sicultural 
systems will be selected to meet site specitic needs 
of those resources. 

80. Mow picketing or tethering of stock in meadows and 
mmight tie-ups no doser than 100 feet of lakes and 
streams. 

81. Seek flows below new hyd10ClecCric projects that 
maintain riparian reso- at adequate levels (near 
current, pre-project conditions) so as to protect 
water quality. 

94. On lands where htn and modified timba yield is the 
emphasized or co-emphasized resource, sustained 
timber production at the highest possible level is the 
management goal. 

82. During relicensing of hydroelectric projects, seek 
flows famrable to riparian r ~ ~ ~ u r c e s  on projects 
obviously degraded by the project; when it doesn't 
mntlict with instrcam flows recommeoded for the 
fiabery resource. 

95. Establishment and growth of new timber stands is the 
priority goal for management a&ties on lands 
suitable for full and moditied timber yield, where 
timber is the emphasized or co-emphasized resource 
duriogthisplanningperiod. 

96. The sihicultural system best suited to meet the 
prkity goal will be seleued by a cut3ie.d 

83. Provide structural and nonstructural range 
improvements to increase forage production and 
utilization to 40,600 AUMdyear by decade 5. 
Follow the direction in FSM 2211, during Forest 
Plan implementation, when updating and developing 
allotment management plans. 

dvicdt&t, after an on-site analyi  of the 
operational environment. 

97. When n e w  because of catastrophic damage or 
national emergency, harvest timber by appropriate 
silvicultural system and reforat dl capable lands 
dassed as unsuitable. 

84. Emphasize multi-purpose brush manipulation 
treatments such a6 fuel reduaion andlor p - i  
burn projects, which will benertt wildlife, watershed, 

98. Conduct mortality salragc harvtsts on all CAS lands, 
where compatible with other resource values aad 

range, reaeatioa and fire management 

85. Maintain eurrent level of permit aduhktration. 99. Cooperate, when commensurate with benefits, with 
rtswch organizations in trial applications of new 
practices designed to increase yields. 86. Use transitory forage produced by wildfire and 0th 

resource activities. 
100.Pmvide maximum opportunities for finwood 

g a t l d q  by the public prior to d+ roads and 
where compatible with other resources and uses. 

87. Extend grazing seasons into winter and early spring 
on low elevation annual grass ranges and utilize 
twated bmsMelds and tmdory range. 

101.Cousidcr hamst areas as regenerated when any of 
the following conditions are met: 88 Salt grounds will be located more than If4 mile from 

streams, meadows and trails. 
a. Reproddon, in the minimum amounts 

specified below, has survived 3 growing 
se~som and the trcw are distriiuted over 90% 
of the harvest area. 

89. Manage domestic livestock to meet wildlife needs in 
identitied im-t wildlife habitat ams. 

90. Manage available forage resources in wilderness 
a m s  for continued grazing in accord with existing 
allotment management plans, recreation stock and 
wildliie needs. 
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R-5 Site Class 
Forest Type I I1 111 N 

Ponderosapine 150 l25 100 75 
Mixed conifer 150 150 150 150 
Red fir u X ) u X ) u ) 0 2 0 0  
Subalpine 125 100 75 75 

b. Following removal of all merchantable 
overstory trees and completion of slash 
treatment, the basal area weighted mean age 
of residual growing stock is 50 years or less. 
The stand is stocked at 70% of dcsired basal 
area with growing stock trees more than 5" 
DBH and with a basal area weighted average 
height of at least 50% of expected dominant 
height for the site class concerned 

c The stand is stocked with seedlings and trees 
< 5" DHB and their projected growth would 
bring them to 70% of desired basal area and 
50% of expected dominant height when the 
basal area weighted mean age reaches 50 
years. 

d. The combined stocking of trees >5" DBH and 
thcse c 5' DBH will have the same result as 
the projected in the preceding deftnition. 

e. Meets future management objectives. 

102. In any year following initial regeneration and prior 
to a stand meeting a regeneration standard, if the 
number of surviving trees falls below that needed to 
meet a regeneration standard, the area will either be 
planted or receive necessary site preparation 
maintenance until regeneration standard is met. 
Such treatments may be h n t i n u e d  if, through 
Plan amendment or revision, the land is removed 
from the "suitable" land c l d c a t i o n  or minimum 
stocking standards are reduced. 

103.Areas b e i i  regenerated using an even-aged system 
shall be dispersed over each management area by 
employing the following standards, unless more 
restrictive standards are specified elsewhere in this 
Plan because of other resource considerations: 

a. Maximum size of an individual area to be 
regenerated by an even-aged system is 40 
acres, unless a larger area is approved, as 
provided for in the regulations. 

b. Distance between regeneration units will 
average 660 feet or greater. If ground and 
stand conditions dictate, the Forest Supervisor 
may approve sales averaging less than 660 feet 
between regeneration units. 

c Regeneration areas cannot be located adjacent 
to previous regeneration units until the 
previous unit meets minimum stocking 
standards of trees 4.5 feet in height. (See 
S&G 101) 

104,Regeneration of stands made necessary by natural 
a& need not comply with dispersion standards and 
guidelines. 

105.Wben natural seed fall is the planned reforestation 
technique, provide a mineral soil seedbed on at least 
70% of the harvest area, assuming BMP are 
implemented and soil productivity can be proteded 

106. Improve genetic selection opportunities during 
precommercial thinning, and assure plantation 
stocking is generally at optimum levels, plus provide 
for planting at least 400 trees per acre, evenly 
distributed, where artificial regeneration is the 
reforestation technique. 

107.Treat regenerated stands as necessary to assure the 
average unit has a sufticient number of 
merchantable trees to reach 90% of normal stocking 
within 6 decades of stand establishment. 

108.Select tree species to plant or seed regeneration 
areas from those found in natural forests that have 
occupied the site. 

109. Collect all seed from selected, phenotypically 
superior trees. Plant stock grown from seed 
collected within appropriate seed zones, except 
where a certified silviculturist certifies another 
location is acceptable. 

110.The uneven-aged silvicultural system may be applied 
on suitable timber land in lieu of even-aged 
management when the following criteria are met: 

a. After treatment, stand will contain at least three 
distinct and identifiable Byear age classes. 
For this purpose planned regeneration 
following a selection method harvest may be 
counted as one age class. 

b. Even-aged group generally will not exceed 2 
acres in size. 

c. Each age class in stand will occupy 
approximately equal areas after the second 
cutting cycle. 

d. The cumulative cubic foot growth, up to the 
thud cutting, wiU be favorably comparable to 
the CMAI for that of a new even-aged stand 
on the site. 
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1ll.Whcre timber maaagement pradices create residual 
forest fuels (dead biomass), secondary dimtion 
(personal firewood use, commercial fuelwood and 
other commercial product utilization) will be 
preferred to on-site disposal whenever such 
utilization meets management objectives in a cost 
effective manuer. Public demand for firewood will 
be given preference over other fomw of secondary 
utilization. 

1l2.h areas not meeting standards for wildlife snags, an 
ID team will determine which merchantable trees 
must be left to meet wildlife snag standards. 

113.Provide vegetation diversity to maintain viable 
wildlife populations, scenic qualities and to 
minimize from wildbe. 

114.Praride and maintain at least five pemnt of each 
naturally occurring vegetative seral stage including 
annual grass, blue Oawsavanuah, diggers piue/oak, 
chaparral, black oak woodlaud, pondcrosa pine, 
mixed conifer, Jeffrey pine, red fir and subalpine 
forest, where practical or where management 
& d o n  states differently. 

.In the ponderosa pine, mixed conifer, hardwoods 
and red ru forest vegetation types, maintain at least 
5% of the type throughout the Forest (outside 
wilderness) in each of the following sera1 stages: 

Stage 1 GragslPorbs 
stage 2 Shrub/Seedh@apling 
Stage 3BlC PoleMedium tree with 

>40% uownclwure 
Stage 4BlC Large trees with 240% 

crown closure 
Stage 4C+ Multi-storied dominated 

by large tms and canopy 
closurc greater than 70%. 

Changes in sera1 stage distributions will be 
monitored every 10 years by manage.ment 
area, and compared to the FORPLAN 
database. 

116.Manage chaparral primarily by pmmi'bcd burning. 

117. Use an integrated pest management approach in the 
planning and implementation of all activities. 
Consider a full range of altemtives and base the 
selected alternative(s) on biological effectiveness, 
cost efficiency, and health and euvLonmental safety. 

118.Treat all freshly cut stumps in developed meation 
areas with bor& (sodi&tetraboratcdecabYdrate, 
EPA Reg. No. 1624-94, see FSM 2303.14 R-5 Supp. 

119.Plant only sugar pine seedlings which are proven 
resistant to white pine blister rust, when available. If 
resistant stock is not available, plant no more than 
10% untested seedlings. 

l2O.Preclnde the impacts of cumnlative watershed 
effects by applying appropriate BMP and mitigation 
measures dutiag project implementation. Utilize 
regional CWE methodologywhen refined for 
application within the Forest to assess each project 
for potential to incur cumulative effects. 

121. Determine recharge/contninting area for 
groundwater resouras sewing Forest Service wells 
used for recreation or administrative sites Limit 
any Forest activities from taking place on defined 
recharge areas that would: 

a. Introduce contaminants likely to enter 
groundwater, 

b. Prevent or significantly reduce infiltration of 
recharging water, or 

c Intercept groundwater from reaching wells. 

122.Improve water quality and protect soil productivity 
by restoring deteriorated watersheds on the basis of 
economic efficiency and severity of problem and its 
impact on downstream beneficial uses. 

123.Avoid development in floodplains, wetlands, and 
riparian areas, except where alternatives will not 
meet essential management objectives or purposes. 
This includes bridges, approaches, water diversion 
struchues and boat ramps. 

124.BMP will be implemented to meet watm quality 
objectins and maintain and improve the quality of 
surface water in the Forest. Methods and 
techniques for applying BMP will be identified 
dwing project level enGonmental analysis and 
incorporated into the associated project plan and 
implementation documents. (See Plan Appendix F) 

125.Avoid tractor logging on highly erodibk soils, where 
sustained slopes exceed 35%, except where 
supported by on-thegound ID team evaluation. 

U6.AUow no regeneration barnst on highly erodible 
soils where sustained slopes e d  65%. 
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lZ7.Apply appropriate erosion prevention masues on 
all ground-distnrbii activities (FSH 240923) prio~ 
to fall storms (~ctober 1) and h d i a t e l y  up611 
completion of adivity begun a f b  November 1. 

128.Apply appropriate erosion prewation mc~sures 
(FSH 2409.23) on high erobion hazard mils under 
the following hdi&ns: 

a When exposed soils from an average of several 
500-foot linear transeck 

1. Exceed lSO feet on slopes of 15-35%, 

2 Exceed 75 ftct on slopes of 35-65%, or, 

3. Exxed 25 feet on slopes over 65%, 

b. On linear disturbances, such as skid trails and 
kelines, cross-drain area at the following 
interuals. 

Interval Between Cross-Drain ((at) 

% Slow HEHR VHEHR 
0 -15 150 125 
15-35 75 45 
35-65 35 20 
65+ 15 I5 

Installation must utilize proper 
engineering techniques and 
recommendatiom for high 
(VHEHR) and very high (VEHR) 
erosion haza~d ratings, as defined in 
the Forest Soil Resource Inventory. 

U9.Road wmtruction on areas with High and Very 
High Erosion Hazard will follow standards in FSH 
2509.22, Sierra Supp. No. 1 which gives d k d o n  
concerning soil stabiition and road surface 
drainage. See Soils Element Map for primary 
locations of highly modible soils and soils sensitive 
to loss of productivity. ( A h  see Appendix V of the 
FEIS) 

UO.Plan and execute activities such as timber harvesting, 
site preparation and fuels reduction on soils 
sensitive to loss of produdivity by using the 
f0nMving ~ w d s  (see FSH 2509.18): 

a. Avoid mixing or removing soils below the A 
hortoe Roads, skid trails, kclines and log 
landings are exceptions. 

b. On wmpletion of a ground disturbing project 
on less than 35% slope, maintain an average 
accumulation of 50% protective ground wver 
density in the 1 to 1Whour fuels with some 
1,000-hour fuels up to 10" in diameter. 

c. On slopes over 35% with Very High and/or 
H i  Erosion Hazard soil, an ID team will 
evaluate ground wver needs and develop 
presaiptious. 

l31.Secure water rights and obtain water availabiity 
assurances for existing and foreseeable fuhue. Forest 
Service nonconsumptive and consumptive uses 

l32.Actively support orderly exploration and 
development of mineral and energy resources under 
NEPA, Fcderal Land Pknnitlg Management Act 
(PLPMA), and mining laws and regulations. 
Require disturbed ana redamation as m n  as 
phoned uscs cease. Assist in pknning for extraction 
ofmiaerak to fadlitate mxhation. Reclamation 
will include treatment of any unneeded mine shafts, 
tunacls, tailing ponds or any other on-site 
developments. 

l33.h conformance with P.L. 54-579 (Section 104), 
review and recommend to the Secretary of Interior 
by October 1991, whether, and for what duration, 
the various mineral withdrawals, exdwive of 
Congressional withdrawals, in the Fonst wiU 
continue. Other agency withdrawals will be 
reviewed by the rwpective agency. 

l34.Initiate Forest Service withdrawals for new sites only 
when other adab le  surface use and occupancy 
controls cannot protect surface resources. 

l35.Reque-d public and quasi-public agencies, 
cotltemplating applications naulting in withdrawals, 
to d e w  their applications with the Forest Service. 
Seek to minimize impact of withdrawal on mineral 
development, while protecting area included in the 
pro@ propod. 

%.Require compliance with operating p h  for surface 
protection and reclamation. 

137.Require operating plans to include measures that 
control surface moff and minimize soil erosion, 

l38. Require operating plans that provide for 
revegetation of dishubd areas to be in @ption 
within 2 years of mclusica of operat& plan period. 

139. Within withdrawn areas, all daimed valid Wing 
rights will be v e M  by a Forest Service mineral 
examiner prior to authorizing any surface disturbing 
mineral activities or authorizing surface access 
development. 

140.Access and development in specially designated 
areas and areas withdrawn from mineral entry, 
where valid existing rights may be exercised, are 
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restricted to the extent the integrity for which the 
area is designated must be maintained 

157.IdentQ common variety material sites available for 
public use and rank each fo t  development. 

141.For locatable minerals, act on Notice of Intent and 
Plans of Operation in a timely manner. 

158.For each common variety materials site, prepare a 
development and rehabilitation plan prior to 
dernlopment and use. 

142Investigate patent applications in a timely manner. 

143.A~ a minimum, determine validity of all claims 
located in Wilderness areas after Plans of Operation 
are submitted. 159.ParceIs of Forest land will be identified as suitable 

for cxJlange (in conformance with the Forest's 
Land Adjustment Plan to be developed after 
a p p i d  of the Forest Plan) and will be managed as 
a potential land exchange base. These parcels will 
be err,nomically managed for a range of multiple usc 

144.Require mine operators to furnish a performance 
bond to cover redamation in amount equal t o m  
estimate of the cost of reclamation 

145.Require all mining projects (indudiug extraction of 
road materials) to provide for resource protection 
and rehabiitation. 

o b j d v e s  and outputs with moderate timber, watu 
and forage yields. Investments will be limited and 
long-term encumbrances will be reduced as f o U m  

146. All authorized surface use of a mining claim will be 
described in the Plan of Operation. 

a. Authorize only temporary uses through special 
uscpermitf. 

147.Off-claim uses and needs that cau be tied to a 
s p d c  claim will be authorized by special use 
permit or other mnveutional document. 

b. Existing permits which encumber the land will 
be terminated as opportunities arise. 

c Theselandswillbernanagedforaraageof 
multiple use objectives and outputs, but 
iavestments will be W e d .  

148.Mineral activities which cannot bc tied to a specific 
claim will bc authorized only in the Plan of 
Operations approved for such activities (such as 
active exploration or prospecting not within the 
limits of a claim). 

160.Partiapate with ELM in considering possible 
boundary adjustments along the Forest's western 
boundary. 

149.Adively pursue and resolve all unauthorized 
mineral-related land uses. 161.In areas where the Forest is the predominate 

landowner, usc the following actions: 
150.Establiih and maintain a listing of all parcels of 

Forest land that have "acquired land' status. a. Emphasize acquisition of "inholding lands* to 
improve administration, reduce conflicts in 
use, and reduce costs related to right-of-way 
acquisition and landline survey. 

151.Require lease conditions to be consistent with 
requirements for mining operations on locatable 
claims. 

b. Emphasize landline surveys that support all 
resource programs and resolve trespass. lS2.No leasable minerals in the oil or gas category are 

known to exist within the Forest. The one 
geothermal area is ecoao- iafeasible at this 
time. If any oiygas is found, Forest Service manual 
direction will be followed 

c. Emphasite acquisition of rights-of-way for 
public auzss and to support resource 
pro@-. 

153.Enwurage utilization of the most energy efficient 
sources to obtain marketable, common variety 
mineral materials. 

d. Limit Forest land use to benefit National Forest 
programs, or when in the National interest 

e. Emphasize acquisition of land in key areas to 
protect tish and wildlife habitat W.Establish and maintain an inventory of common 

variety materids within the Forest. 
162. In areas where the Forest is the minority landowner: 

l.55.Identify common variety material sites needed for 
Forest purposes and rank each for development. a. Exchange to meet private land and other 

ownership goals to resolve conflicts in use. 
156.Quarry material, in excess of Forest needs, will be 

available for public use by permit. 
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b. Emphasize cooperative landhe survey progran 
with adjacent owners to reduce wsts and 
resolve suspected trespass. 

c. Emphasize acquisition of rights-of-way to 
support resource programs, but coordinate 
access with other landowners. 

d. Make the Forest's land use priority that which 
serves private, local and State government 
goals and resolves conflicts. 

e. Cooperate with other landowners to encourage 
protection of fish and wildlife habitat on lands 
of other ownerships. 

163. Discourage unwarranted expansion of peripheral 
boundaries of existing townsites. 

164.Whenever conversion of important farmland, range, 
forest or wetland to other uses is proposed by 
actions or programs of other agencies or by 
licensing, permitting or approval of a Federal 
agency, advocate retention of these lands, unless 
other needs clearly override the benefits. 

165. Within a reasonable time period, take appropriate 
criminal and civil action and resolve all cases of 
unauthorized occupancy and use. 

166.Proposed sites for standard FM or television 
broadcast stations and radar stations will be 
separated from service-type radio installation sites 
by at least one air distance mile. 

167. Require developers, who propose major projects 
with short turnaround time, to pay for desired 
services. Projects planned with adequate advance 
notice will be accomplished through normal 
plaminglbudgeting process as priorities and funds 
permit. 

168.Encourage Licensee acquisition of private lands 
within areas withdrawn by FERC. 

169.Before considering land exchange, use purchase 
authority to acquire lands or interest in lands 
important for wilderness, wildlife or recreation. 

170.Diswurage conversion of prime farmland, forest 
range and wetlands to other uses. 

171.Improve administration and management eficiency 
through land ownership wmolidation and 
acquisition of identitied key parcels. Emphasis will 
be directed toward cost-effective cases which will 
reduce management wsts, facilitate protection and 
increase production of resource commodities. 

IS 172.Utilize land exchange authority to acquire lands, or 
interest in lands, important for wilderness, wildlife, 
or recreation. 

173.Acquire permanent easements for all system roads. 
Recommend condemnation, if necessary. 

174. Grants of right-of-way for roads and utilities will 
utilte common corridors, where feasiile. 

175.Enwurage licensee acquisition of private lands 
within areas withdrawn by FERC, where beneficial 
for resource protection. 

176. During power projed licensing procedurw, 
lice- will be reswllsible for develo~ment. 
operation, maintenkce, and replace&nt of .  
recreational facilities, the need for which is, or was, 
project related. 

177.Reqie environmentally essential studies on all 
projects be completed and signed prior to issuance 
of 4e letter. 

178.011 all projects, require essential studies, plans and 
agreements be completed and approved prior to a 
Forest Service Special Use Authorization (SUA). 

179.Mitigation for loss of public resources resulting from 
hydroelectric project development, will be borne by 
the licensee. Included, as applicable, will be 
compensation to the Forest for lost wildlife habitat, 
timber, commercial forest land, cultural resources, 
fishery values, visual resources and recreational 
opportunities. 

180.AU new powerline installations of 35 KV and less 
shall be underground, where technically feasible and 
desirable for resource protection, as determined by 
an environmental analysis. The Forest will actively 
pursue undergrounding of existing powerlines, 
where economically feasible and desirable for 
resource protection, as determined by an 
environmental analysis. 

181. Bury new penstocks where feasible and desirable for 
resource mitigation, as determined by an 
environmental analysis. 

182.Insure that EISs andlor EAs for hydroelectric 
projects evaluate and propose mitigation measures 
for secondary, andlor side effects of projects, such 
as crew housing, recreational needs and law 
enforcement problems. 

183. Request cooperative assistance in revising the 
Forest's Land Management Plan direction for 
management area impacted by hydroeledric project 
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development. This should ocw with development 
of the Recreation Plan. This revision should also 
show indirect resource losses. 

184.Durhg the project planning phase, consider the 
need for construction of traik, roads andlor 
recreational facilities to shtiug project 
developmeat. The intent is to maintain or enhance 
current use and mitigate adverse impacts on 
recreation during construction 

185.Licmsee will adopt the Forest's &sign motif and 
standard details to eoordinate mxarional visual 
standards throughout the Forest. 

186. Facility signs will be ma& by the licensee in 
coordination with Forest standards and desiga motif. 

187. TransmisciOn lines. switchyards and aceess mads are 
musidered direct &upactskf the project and are 
evaluated with the other project fadit& and 
documented in the environmental asmsmeut or EIS. 

l88.For an Environmental Assessment, cumulative 
effecis (hydroelectric-related) for more than one 
project arc to be addressed in the drainage in which 
they occur, starting from the last point on the stream 
where any impacts may cease or are not endent and 
include all the area upsteam to the point of diversion. 

189.M new water development project areas will be 
considered for reclassification into "Developed 
Recreation" anal* -. ReclassXcd ady& 
areas will be studied for required l e d  of 
development, new permitted uses, special conditions 
and other special requirements or 
stipulations. 

190.Where withdrawals are no longer needed, request 
applicants to relinquish them. 

191.Tunnel muck in wccss of Forcrt Suvice and 
developer's needs will be available for public use by 
pennit. 

192.The signing of a Decision Notice and issuance of a 
Special Use Authorization may ouw 
simultaneously. 

193.Inventory and evaluate d t u d  reSDurCes, giving 
priority to areas where laud-dktdw adivitics am 
plan&d or likely. 

- 

194.Peuding completion of forestwide inventory and 
evaluation, conduct a cultural resource swey 
adequate to make a detenni~tion of effed in all 
areas where land disturb'i activities are planned, 
pursuant to 36 CFR 800. 

195.Evaluate identified properties. Pmvide for 
nomination of sites to the National Register as 
appropriate. 

l%.Contribute to a'system of natwal history examples 
throughout the eastside foothills and southem Sierra 
Nevada Range. 

197.Coordinate site identif~cation, evaluation and 
management with concerned local Native 
AmeIicans. 

198. Coordinate POI@ management practices to asswe 
localNativeAmericaashaveaccesstoaaduseof 
traditional food, medicinal and basketry resources. 

199.Take mc~~ures to protect &al resource8 by 
huh Archaeolopical Resources Protection Act 
(P.L. 5-96) pen& for excavation andlor removal. 
~IUfIhad7.e aiminal and civil penalties for 
unakhorized removal or dist;rbance; monitor 
impacts to and condition of pmpe~t ig  provide 
physical protection measwg mitigate imp&; 
provide for adaptive reuse; and maintaia locational 
confidentiality. 

200.Plan Forest projects so impacts to signiticant 
cultural m w c e  sites are avoided or develop 
appropriate and adequate mitigation plans where 
impacts are unavoidable. 

201.Priority wiU be given to presetvation and 
maintena~~ce, as opposed to removal of all historic 
JtrudWeS. 

202Update the Forest's Cultural Resource Overview on 
a 5-year basis 

203.Remove backlog of unevaluated culhwd resource 
prop&. Target a apecifre number of Class I1 
properties for evaluation each year. Nominate 
pptb to National Register of Hiioric Places. 

204. Consult with California State Historic Preservation 
Office in developing management plans for all 
significant (Ckss I) properties. 

%.Provide a program of cultural history interpretation. 

206.Imprwe the arterial and collector road system to 
emphasize eumomic efticienq, user safety and 
prdtection of adjacent resow&. 

2U7.Rcplace or rehabifitate major structures to support 
planned production activities or high use areas. 

208.Build Wansportation system to stlndads that 
support planned uses and activities. 
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b. Emphasize cooperative landline survey programs 
with adjacent owners to reduce costs and 
resolve suspected trespass. 

c. Emphasize acquisition of rights-of-way to 
support resource programs, but coordinate 
access with other landowners. 

d. Make the Forest's land use priority that which 
serves private, local and State government 
goals and resolves conflicts. 

e. Cooperate with other landowners to encourage 
protection of fish and wildlife habitat on lands 
of other ownerships. 

163.Diswurage unwarranted expansion of peripheral 
boundaries of existing townsites. 

164.Whenever conversion of important f d a n d ,  range, 
forest or wetland to other uses is proposed by 
actions or programs of other agencies or by 
licensing, permitting or approval of a Federal 
agency, advocate retention of these lands, unless 
other needs clearly override the benefits. 

165. Within a reasonable time period, take appropriate 
criminal and civil action and redve all cases of 
unauthorized occupancy and use. 

166.Proposed sites for standard FM or television 
broadcast stations and radar stations will be 
separated from service-type radio installation sites 
by at least one air distance mile. 

167.Require developers, who propose major projects 
with short turnaround time, to pay for desired 
services. Projects planned with adequate advance 
notice will be accomplished through normal 
planning'budgeting process as priorities and h d s  
permit. 

168.Encourage licensee acquisition of private lands 
within areas withdrawn by FERC. 

169. Before considering land exchange, use purchase 
authority to acquire lands or interest in lands 
important for wilderness, wildlife or recreation. 

170.Discourage conversion of prime farmland, forest 
range and wetlands to other uses. 

171. Improve administration and management efficiency 
throu& land ownership consolidation and 
acquisition of identified key parcels. Emphasis will 
be directed toward cost-effective cases which will 
reduce management costs, facilitate protection and 
increase production of resource commodities. 

172.Utilize land exchange authority to acquire lands, or 
interest in lands, important for wilderness, wildlife, 
or recreation. 

173.Acquire permanent easements for all system roads. 
Recommend condemnation, if necessary. 

174.Grants of right-of-way for roads and utilities will 
utilize common wmdors, where feasible. 

175.Encourage licensee acquisition of private lands 
within areas withdrawn by FERC, where beneficial 
for resource protection. 

176.During power project licensing procedures, 
licensees will be responsible for development, 
operation, maintenance, and replacement of 
recreational facilities, the need for which is, or was, 
project related 

177.Require environmentally essential studies on all 
projects be completed and signed prior to issuance 
of 4e letter. 

178.011 all projects, require essential studies, plans and 
agreements be completed and approved prior to a 
Forest Service Special Use Authorization (SUA). 

179.Mitigation for loss of public resources resulting from 
hydroelectric project development, will be borne by 
the licensee. Included, as applicable, will be 
compensation to the Forest for lost wildlife habitat, 
timber, commercial forest land, cultural resources, 
fishery values, visual resources and recreational 
opportunities. 

180.M new powerline installations of 35 KV and less 
shall be underground, where technically feasible and 
desirable for resource protection, as determined by 
an environmental analysis. The Forest will actively 
pursue undergrounding of existing powerlimes, 
where economically feasible and desirable for 
resource protection, as determined by an 
environmental analysis. 

181.Bury new penstocks where feasible and desirable for 
resource mitigation, as determined by an 
environmental analysis. 

182.Insure that EISs and/or EAs for hydroelectric 
projects evaluate and propose mitigation measures 
for secondary, and/or side effects of projects, such 
as crew housing, recreational needs and law 
enforcement problems. 

183. Request cooperative assistance in revising the 
Forest's Land Management Plan direction for 
management area impacted by hydroelectric project 
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development. This should occur with development 
of the Recreation Plan. This -on should also 
show indirect resource losses. 

184.During the project planning phase, wnsider the 
need for construction of trails, roads d m  
recreational facilities prior to starting project 
development. The intent is to maintain or enhance 
current use and mitigate a h  impacts on 
recreation during construction. 

185. Licensee will adopt the Forest's design motif and 
standard details to coordinate recreational visual 
standards throughout the Forest. 

186. Facility signs will be ma& by the licensee in 
coordination with Forest staudards aad design motif. 

187.Transmissiob linea, switchyards and a- roads are 
considered dLed irnpact~ of the project and are 
evaluated with the other project facilities and 
documented in the environmental assessment or EIS. 

188.For an Environmental Assessment, cumulative 
eff'eets (hydroel&-related) for more than one 
project are to be addressed in the drainage in which 
they occur, starting From the. last point on the stream 
where any impacts may cease w are not evident and 
include all the area upsteam to the poht of diversion. 

189.AII new water development project areas will be 
considered fw rechdication into *Developed 
Recreation" analysis areas. Reclassified analysis 
areas will be studied for required levels of 
development, new permitted uses, special conditions 
and other special management requirements or 
stipulations 

W). Where withdrawals are no longer needed, request 
applicants to relinquish thna 

191.~unne1 m d  in e- of porest ~ c e  and 
developer's needs will be available for public use by 
permit. 

192 The signing of a Decision Notice and issuance of a 
Special Use Authorization may occur 
simultaneously. 

193.Inventory and evaluate cultural remwces, giving 
priority to areas where landdisturbing adivities are 
planned or likely. 

194.Pending completion of fo rehde  inventory and 
evaluation, winduct a cultural resource survey 
adequate to make a determination of effect in all 
areas where land disturbing activities are planned, 
pursuant to 36 CPR 800. 

195.Evaluate identifled properties. Provide for 
aomidon of sites to the National Register as 
appropriate. 

1%. Contribute to a system of natural history examples 
throughout the eastside foothills and southern Sirra 
NCVBL Range. 

197. Coodinate site identification, evaluation and 
management with concerned local Native 
Americans. 

198.Coordinatc Forest management practices to assure 
local Native Americans have access to and use of 
traditional food, medicinal and basketry resources. 

199.Take measures to protect cultural resources by 
iaauing ~~ Resources Protedion Act 
(P.L. 95-96) permits for excavation andlor removal. 
Emphasize criminal and civil penalties for 
uaauhriad removal or distwbanee', monitor 
impacts to and condition ofproperties; provide 
physical protedion meanurs; mitigate @a&; 
provide for adaptive reuse; and maintain locational 
confidentiality. 

UX).Plan Fomt projects sp impacts to signitknt 
cultural resource sites are avoided or develop 
appropriate and adequate mitigation plans where 
impacts are unavoidable. 

291. Priority will be given to premvation and 
maintenance, as opposed to renaval of all historic 
shchues. 

202. Update the Forest's Cultural Resource Overview on 
a 5-year basis. 

203. Rcmove backlog of unevaluatcd culhual m u r c e  
p r o p e b  Target a specific number of Class I1 
properties for evaluation each year. Nominate 
proper& to National Register of Historic Plaaa. 

204. Consult with California State Historic Preservation 
OfIice in developing management plans for all 
signi6caut (Class I) properties. 

295.Provide a program of cultural history interpretation. 

206. Improve the arterial and colledor road system to 
emphaste economic efficiency, user safely and 
protection of adjacent resources. 

207.Replace or rehabiitate major struehues to support 
planned production activities or high use areas. 

208.Build transportation system to standards that 
support planned uses and activities. 
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U)9.AU system roads are assigned to one of five 
maintenance levels, and will be maintained and 
operated in accord with established road 
management objectives, signed by the District 
Ranger, on fie at the District and Supervisor's 
headquarters. 

21O.Controlled use of the road system including road 
closures, may be triggered by: 

a. Widlife protection 

b. Snow or adverse weather 

c. Hazardous tire conditions 

d. Need for a full range of recreational facilities 

e. Protection of private interests 

f. Mining claim access. 

g. Protection of sensitive resources. 

211.Road use will be limited by posted weight limits and 
special use (haul) seasons. 

212. Encourage mass transit opportunities to major 
recreational destinations. 

2l3.The arterial road system will be. developed to an 
all-weather standard. 

214.Build facilities to support planned management 
activities and public services. 

215. Forest Service management goals, with respect to 
owned or leased buildings, are to: 

a. Discourage and eliminate housing for year-round 
occupancy. 

b. Meet all applicable air and water quality 
standards at all administrative and public 
service facilities. 

c. Remove, repair or replacs all features adversely 
afkcting or endangering the health and safety 
of Forest Service +rso&el. 

d. Locate new administrative facilities for 
maximum economic efficiency and resource 
management needs. 

216.Avoid cumulative impacts to air quality by 
coordinating prescribed burning activities within the 
Forest, with burning activities conducted by others. 

217.Mitigate fugitive dust impacts on air quality by 
including dust abatement as a requirement for all 
construction activities that have potential to 
generate dust. 

218.Avoid prolonged effects from prescribed burning 
activities on air quality by burning only on AQCB . 
approved burn days when satisfactory wind 
dispersion conditions prevail. 

219.Participate with AQCB to qualitatively defme air 
quality control regulations and guidelines and 
effects of air quality on the Forest, from sources 
outside the Forest. 

220.Obtain appropriate permits prior to conducting 
prescribed burning activities. 

221. Use natural fue management to maintain wilderness 
ecosystems. 

mUnplanned lightning-caused ignitions, which occur 
where fue spreadis effectively checked by natural 
barriers and where expected fue effects will not 
adversely affect the attainment of wilderness 
management objectives, can be managed under 
prescribed natural fue conditions. If fires have to be 
suppressed, they will be suppressed using either or 
all of the control, conf~ne, or contain strategies. 

223.Prescribed fire can be utilized to enhance wilderness 
values. 

224.Throughout the fire management plan, identify areas 
and conditions where unplanned ignitions will be 
allowed to burn and where confie, contain and 
control suppression strategies will be used to meet 
management objectives. 

225.Encourage adequate f i e  prevention, fue-safe 
construction and presuppression systems on private 
land to be developed in wildfire-prone areas. 

226.Increase fire prevention, presuppression, fuelbreak 
systems and fire safety programs on Forest land. 

227.Reduce activity fuels to acceptable levels in a cost 
effective manner. Reduce natural fuels as part of 
other resource projects. 

228. Encourage cooperation and coordination with 
appropriate fire management agencies. 

229.Provide intensive law enforcement. 

230.Incorporate air quality management considerations 
into fue management. 
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231.Emphask a chaparral mamgemmt and nahual 
fuels reduction program that has multi-resource 
b e o e f i t s , a s w c l l a s ~ 6 r e m a n ~ t  
objectives 

232.Disposal of activity fuels will be economicaUy 
feasiile and conmemurate with present and future 
lire risk hazard 

233.Fuelbreak systems will be completed in mjuodion 
with timber harvest and range improvement projects. 

45.3 
Applicable to All Analysis Arcas in Developed 
Recreation Management Area 1 

234.Inaease the number of camp units under the user 
fcesysteatbyatlcast5%by2000. 

235. Permit dayonly tic-np of pack and saddle stock M 

closer than 100 feet to lakes and streams, except in 
theBassLakearea 

23S.Albnv overnight tie-up or tethering of pack and 
saddle stock no closer than 100 feet to lakes, streams 
or caoqsites, except in the Bass Lake, Huntington 
Lake, Shaver Lake and D i  Creek Analysis 
Areas, where ovunight tieup of pack, and saddle 
stock is prohibited. 

237.Condud regulated rimber harvest where compatibk 
with management standards and guidelines. 

238. Condud oatoral fuels reduction. 

239.Float aircraft will not be allowed on lakes or 
r e ~ e ~ o h .  

240.Complete a study in the Bass Lake, Huntington Lake 
and D i y  Creek areas to identify structures, other 
than the resi- in recreational hacts, which 
have not already been identified for management 
activity. Notify existing pwmittecs of rcqnircments 
10 years in advance of any planned removal. 

45.4 
Applicable to Developed Runation Analysis Area 2 
(Merced River Canyon) 

---- ---- 

241.Coordinate with other agencies in administering 
whitewater rafting pmib on Merced River. 

4.55 
Applicable to Developed Recscation Analysis Area 14 

Camp) 

242Construct additional parking area for winter 
recreation in Fish Camp area. 

243.Designate snowplay and cross-u)mhy .ski areas. 

244. Retain ctvrcnt capacity of Summerdale 
Campground and maintain its tacilities at 
Dewelopment Level 3. 

245.Limit overnight visits of a party to 7 consecutive 
nights in S u m m d e  Campground 

246.Maintain Camp Green Meadows at current capacity. 
Encourage year-round use of the facility. 

247.Limit over-snow vehicles to designated routes and - rmly. 
4.5.6 
Applicable to Developed Recreation Analysis Area 17 
@= M e )  

248.Maintain recreatimal fadities at standard levek 

2.9.Enwut'age Madera County to continue limiting boat 
spccdsto40mphfrom8am.to8p~snd5mph 
from 8 p.m. to 8 am. 

2SI.Encoorage Madera County to limit maximum 
density of boats to one W 4  aaes of lake surface. 

ZLRestrid overoight boat mooring or anchoring on 
waters administered by the Forest to designated 
moOriag sites or locations authorized by special use 
permit. 

252.AUow limited expansion of boat dock, restaurant 
and g r o w  services at The Forks and WIshon 
Resorts. Maintain overnight facilities at prcscnt 
capacities. 

253.Exchange land occupied by Summit Ekqeditiom 
under current special use p e d  

254.Maintain Emerald Cove and Sky Lakes Camps at 
their cnrrcnt capacity, emphasizing short-term use 
by organiwl groups or individuals. Regoire 
upgraded facilities and more year-round use. 

255.Increasc day-use parking capacity 50%. 

256.Increase overnight campground capacity to 2,XIO 
PAOT. 

---- ---- ---- 

257.Prohiit overnight pack and saddle stock closer than 
V4-mile to the lakeshore, Willow Creek, and any 
Forest-developed recreational facilitieg Use doser 
than V4-mile is prohibited, except under special use 
pumit. 

258.Rcstrict or elimioate exclusive individual s p e d  uses 
that interfere with general public use and enjoyment 
of the lak&m. 

'259.Gmstnrct a public day-use site for picrich& 
swimming and f i g  in thc Willow Creek area. 
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260.Limit over-snow vehicles to designated routes and 
areas. 

4.5.7 
Applicable to Developed Recreation Analysis Area 28 
(Mammoth Pool) 

261. On Mammoth Pool Reservoir, maximum boat speed 
is 5 mph from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m. Between 6 a.m. and 8 
p.m. maximum boat speeds are: 

a. September 11 to April 30: 20 mph. 

b. May 1 to June 15: Reservoir is closed to boating. 

c. June 16 to June 30: L i t  boat speeds to 20 mph. 

d. July 1 to September 10: 35 mph between dam 
and the narrows above China Bar 
Campground; 20 mph above the narrows. 

262.Maintain China Bar Boat Camp at current capacity. 

263.Acquire Fuller Meadow for future public use. 

264. Maintain all developed recreational facilities at 
standard levels. 

265.Ektend boat ramp to allow low water access during 
early spring and late fall. 

266.Dam road and boat ramp will remain closed from 
May 1 through June 15, except for use by licensee 
and administrative vehicles. 

45.8 
Applicable to Developed Recreation Analysis Asea 47 
(Huntington Lake) 

267 .L i t  motorboat speeds to 35 mph.'For user safety, 
designate lower speed limits. Administrative boats 
are exempted. 

268. L i t  all expansion of overnight PAOT to that 
approved by existing project  environmental 
Assessments until completion of Huntington Lake 
Area Compodite Plan. 

269.Permit snow plowing on permittee roads under the 
following conditions: 

a. Roads must be constructed to a standard that 
allows snowplowing. 

b. S i c e  the county road up to Deer Creek Tract 
access road near Lakeshore Resort has been 
plowed for many years, those recreational 
residence tract roads serviced by this portion 
of the wuntyroad may be plowed all winter. 

c. From the Deer Creek access road to the dam, 
pennittee roads may be plowed from first 
snow through January 5 and again starting the 
weekend before Easter, provided snow is less 
than 2 feet deep. 

270.Remove guest cabin on Lot 89 in Huckleberry Tract 
and Forest Service cabin at B i y  Creek to avoid 
wntlids with policy and location in the public use 
areas. 

271. Provide additional boat launching facilities. 

272. Increase commercial boat slips andlor moorings only 
for short-term use. Emphasii slip development 
over open mooring. 

273.Complete analysis and plan for Huntington Lake 
Recreation residence boat dock facilities by July 1, 
l992 Adjust orientation and wnstrudion styles of 
docks to minimize impacts on the shoreline and 
lake, and other recreational uses of these areas. 
Tract associations will manage the docks for 
members only. 

274.Prohibit pack and saddle stock closer than U4 mile 
to the lakeshore and any Forest Service developed 
recreational facilities. Use closer than U4 mile is 
prohibited, except under special use permit. 

275. Reserve area between the dam and Lakeview Cab'm 
for future recreational use. Encourage licensee to 
develop needed facilities as a condition of any 
project relicensing. 

276.Require Sierra Summit to provide parking and 
vehicle storage only during summer season. Require 
other permittees to use this parking area, where 
their own space is limited and causing traf6c 
congestion. 

277. L i t  over-snow vehicles to designated routes and 
areas. 

278. Permit boat mooring and docking up to 14 days 
between July 1 and Labor Day, except at special use 
sites where limits are as specified in authorizing 
permits. 

279.Encourage regional mass transit to Sierra Summit 
during winter months. 

4.5.9 
Applicable to Developed Recreation Analysis Areas 45 
and 46 (Florence/Edison Lakes) 

280.Permit boat speeds up to 15 mph. Prohibit towing of 
aqua-planing devices. 

281 .L i t  overnight visits to 7 consecutive nights at boat 
camps. 
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282Imprm surface of Edison and Florence Lake roads 
as necessary for resource protection and user safety. 

283.Diswurage use of Edison and Florence Lake roads 
by trailers and motorhomes. AUow unrestrained 
access to any vehicle or combination of vehicle and 
towedtrailerupto40'long. AccessbyMhiclcsor 
combinations over 40' long will be by special permit 
only. 

284.South of San Joaquin River, retain Mono Hot 
Springs in a n e a r - - d  amditim to ensure 
aMilability of the springs for traditiod Native 

2 8 5 . M ~  over-snow and helicopter access to resorts 
during winter months. 

286.111 poww project licensing or rdcensing of any 
project in ucess of 5mw installed capacity. a h t e  
that the project licensee remove snow from and 
open Kaiser Pass Road to public use by Memorial 
Day weekend in years when snowfall is less than 
lZO% of normal, as measured at the Kaiser Meadow 
Snow Course on April 1. 

287.Limit over-snow vehicles to des@ated routes and 
areas. 

288.Encourage or develop regularly scheduled regional 
public transit to Florence and Wison Lakes. 

289.AUow no regulated timber harvest. T i r  
damaged by a catastrophic event may be salvaged if 
an environmental analysis indicates its removal is 
fcasible and environmentally valid. 

4.5.10 
Applicable to Developed R-tion Anal* Area 36 
(Shaver Lake) 

290.Exchange DorabeUe Campground and two h e r  
lakeshore properties, provided their use will remain 
dedicated to public rwmtional fadities. Until 
exchange with licensee occurs, manage D d e l l e  at 
Development Level 4. 

B1.Advocate retention of licensee's lands for genaal 
public recreation. 

4.5.11 
Applicable to Developed Recreation Analysis Area 55 
(CourtrighIMr'ion Reservoirs) 

292Limit boat speeds to 15 mph. P r o h i t  aqua-planing 
devices. 

293.Limit overnight visits to 7 consecutive nights at boat 
camps. 

294.Maintain primitive and scmipimitive motorized and 
n o n m o t d  recreation by dodiag roads to general 
two-wheel traftic upon activity completion. 

295.Prohibit wnstruction of private boat docks at 
Courtright Reservoir. 

296.Restrict additional commercial reaeational special 
uses a service& 

297.AUow no regulated timber harve.st. Timber 
damaged bya catastrophic event may be salvaged if 
an environmental analysis indicates its r e m d  is 
feasiile and envir&ntally valid. 

45.12 
Applicable to Developed Recreation Analysis Area 65 
(Pine Flat Resemi)  

298. Ruugolkte egrecment with Gxps of Enginem for 
recreational adminimation at Pine Flat R e s e d .  

299.Maintain Forest's recreational sites at Development 
Level 3. 

300.At designated locations which have been 
tireproofed, limit overnight camping in undewbped 
areas to 4 nights. 

3Ol.Allow noncommercial group activities, provided - - 
groups exceeding 25 persons furnish their own toilet 
and sadtation facilities at locations where such 
facilities are not s f i e n t .  

302.The Kings River Special Management Area 
management plan will establish limits of recreational 
nsc and acceptable chaage on the river. 

45.U 
Applicable to AU Dispersed Recreation Analysis Areas 
in Management Areas 2 and 11 

303.Maintain semiprimitive recreational opportunities 
whenthcynowoccurbyclosingroads,cxapt 
designated OHV routes, immediately following 
project activities. 

304. Where possible, increase the acreage of primitive 
and semiprimitive recreation by closing unneeded 
local roads. 

3O5.AUow cross-country, over-snow vehicle travel except 
in areas where use is prohibited or restricted to 
designated routes or areas provided there are more 
than 6" snow cover and vehicle tracks do not touch 
the ground. 

306.Dcsignate 4WD and trailbite route termini at 
popular lake and stream locations. These termini 
will normally be a minimum of 300 feet to a 
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maximum of V4 mile from the attraction, and will 
have parking facilities with vehicle controls. 

307. Prohibit picketing or tethering of stock in meadows 
and overnight tie-ups within 100 feet of iakes, - 
streams and campsites. 

308.Provide corrals or hitching rails for pack and saddle 
stock in places where tie-up, hobbling or turning 
them loose is causing resource damage or user 
conflicts. Require such facilities to be used and that 
users bring sufftcient feed for their stock. 

309.Provide interpretive services, primarily brochures, 
maps and signs 

310.Rest1ict enduros to established travel routes in areas 
of light public use and to a time of year when 
interference with other activities and chance of 
environmental damage is minimized. 

311. Regulated harvest is allowed in Analysis Areas 21, 
23, and 58. Timber management is limited to 
salvage hamst foUoWing catastrophic events in 
Analysis Areas 3,18,48,52 and 66. 

4.5.14 
Applicable to Analysis Areas 3 and 48 in Management 
Area 11 

312. Construct traiVbackcountry style bridges across 
South Fork Merced River to make river trail 
traversable year-long by hikers and horseback riders. 

3U.Provide for expansion of Sierra Summit Ski Area in 
vicinity of Red Mountain near Strawberry Lake. 

4.5.15 
Applicable to AU Timber Analysis Areas in Management 
Area 4 

314. Close unneeded local roads to public use. Consider 
these roads for possible designation as OHV routes 
prior to closure. 

315.Allow cross-country, over-snow vehicle travel, except 
in areas where use is restricted to designated routes 
or areas, provided there are more than 6" snow 
cover and vehicle tracks do not touch the ground. 

316.AUow enduros only on designated travel routes and 
require a special use permit for such events. 

4.5.16 
Applicable to Analysis Areas 22 and 49 in Management 
Area 4 

317.Establish a 2.130-foot zone on each side of all reaches 
of tributaries to Portuguese and Cow Creeks where 
Lahontan cutthroat trout currently occur (January 1, 

1989) and on all Class I, I1 and III tributaries above 
those reaches. 

Apply the foUowing standards within this zone: 

a. Recommendations of a fisheries biologist must 
be considered prior to removal of any 
vegetation. 

b. Trees must be felled and yarded away from the 
streamcourse. 

c. No motorized vehicles wiU be allowed off 
permanent roads, except as authorized by 
permit or contract. 

d. Slash and other debris will be kept out of 
streamcourses except for the purpose of fish 
habitat improvement. Woody debris removed 
from stream courses will be disposed of by 
methods other than machine piling or 
broadcast burning. 

e. Dust abatement within UX) feet of streamcourses 
will be with materials other than petroleum 
products and recommended by a fsheries 
biologist. 

f. Ephemeral channels may be crossed with 
equipment after consultation with a fsheries 
biologist. 

g. Prohibit drafting in or above stream reaches 
currently supporting pure populations of 
Lahontan Cutthroat Trout. 

4.5.17 
Applicable to Analysis Area 70 in Management Area 9 

318.Develop and implement a fuels reduction plan for 
Nelder Grove area by 1995. 

319.Desigaate Nelder Grove a special interest area 
stressing historic, botanic and scenic features. 

3m.Adopt Nelder Grove management plan as part of 
the Forest Plan and developvisitor fadlities centers 
and trails called for in the Nelder Grove Plan. 

4.5.18 
Applicable to Analysis Area 15 in Management Area 4 

321.Issue a lOyear permit for Camp Redwood 
specifying retention of tent platforms only, 
maintaining capacity at present level, and resolving 
health and safety problems. 

45.19 
Applicable to Analpis Area 35 in Management Area 4 
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322.To ensure continued availability of redbud and other 
plants for traditional Native American uses, 
coordinate vegetation manipulation projects in Jose 
Basin with the local Native American community. 

4520 
Applicable to Analysis Area 75 in Management Area 9 

323.Manage Crater Lake Meadow ana to recognizC its 
geological features. 

4.5.21 
Applicable to Analysis Area 61 in Maaagement Area 4 

324.Close roads not ncee~aryfor admbkdrative 
purposes in the area south of Rancheria Creek to 
maintain integrity of the Spanish Lakes OHV route. 

45.22 
Applicable to Analysis Area 73 in Management Area 9 

325.Desipate McKinley Grove a special interest area 
stressing botanic and d c  fcahues. 

45.23 
Applicable to AU Front Conntry Analysis Arws in 
Management Area 5 

326. C h e  unneeded roads to motorized use to establish 
more areas for hilin& h o d &  ridin& 4WD, 
trailbike use and other f o m  of recreation not 
n d y  assochted with areas easily acccssed by 
2-wheel drive. 

327.Maintain semiprimitive motorized and 
nonmotorized recreation where they now exist by 
closing roads immediately following project 
activities. 

328.Pmjects will be planned to consider management of 
chaparral and associated ecosystems to in- 
multi-resource benefits, while continuing with 
reduction of wildfire con8agrations. 

329.Chaparral management in Jose Basin and Sycamore 
creek drainage (see Fire Element Map) will be 
aiven high priotity for reducing buildup of naturally 

4.5.24 
Applicable to Analysis Area 1 in Manage.ment Area 5 

330.Establish historic railroad logging special interest 
area at old Tmbul l  Peak Incline on Merced River 
in conjunction with Stanislaus National Forest. 

4.525 
Applicable to Analysis Area W in Management Area 5 

331.Limit boat speeds to 35 mph on Redingcr Lake. 

332.Pmvide DmIopment Level 3 recreational facilities 
at Kerckhoff Lake. 

333. Reseict overnight camping to sites at 
Rcdinger and Kerclrhoff Lakes. 

45.26 
Applicable to All Analysis Areas in Management Area 12 

334.Manage special management area according to the 
direction estabbhed in special mmgement area 

335.- no new special use permits within this special 
management area until completion and approval of 
mana&ment plan. 

336,Hydroclectric power development is prohiited, 
except through specific authority of Congress. 

337.AUow no regdated timber harvest. Timh 
damaged by a catastrophic event may be salvaged if 
an environmental analysis indicates its removal is 
feasiile and envi~onmentally valid 

45.n  
Applicable to AU Wilderness Analysis Areas in 
Management Area 3 

339. Develop wilderness management plans otiliziog 
limits of acceptable change. 

340.Reston impaired wilderness nsources, managing or 
Limitinguse,asneccssary. 

341.Locate campsites more than 100 feet from 
Iakeshores, streams and trails, terrain permiUing. 

342Advocate and enforce "pack-it-ia, pack-it-out" 
program. 

343.AUow discharging of firearms only in emergencies or 
for taking wildlife as permitted nuder State game 
law. 

344.Wheeled mechanical devices used for transporting 
-Fm-kQ='--- 

game are prohibited regardless of the method used 
to move the dewice. 

345.Construct a moderate amount of new trails annually. 
Complete trail rehabilitation by 2010, emphasizing 
resource pmt& safety and d t o r  dispersal. 

3 4 6 . S ~  will be rustic and mounted on trees, rocks or 
native wood posts. Signing and trail blazing will be 
done only as necwsary to provide for progressive 
travel. Other than passe$ feahues will not be 
identified with signs. 
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347.Trail bridges crossing major drainages must be 
constructed of materials and by methods that will 
create the least long and short-term impact. 

348. Consider efficiency and aesthetics when proposing 
resource protection improvements made of 
materials not native to site or area. 

349. Locate wilderness ranger and trail crew camps at 
least 200 feet from main trails, public campsites, 
streams and lakeshores. 

350.Prohibit additional tables and benches and 
maintenance of existing ones. 

351.Remove snow survey sites when they can be 
correlated with sites outside Wilderness. If essential 
for safety purposes, allow cabins associated with 
snow measurement sites to remain in Wilderness 
until snow wurses are correlated with and removed 
to sites outside Wilderness. 

352. Prohibit loose herding of pack and saddle stock, 
except where area is signed. 

353. Prohibit picketing or tethering of stock in meadows 
or overnight tie-up within 100 feet of lakes, streams 
or campsites. 

354.AUow insect and disease infestations to run their 
natural wurses, unless unacceptable loss will occur 
to wilderness resource, resources of adjacent lands, 
livestock or situation is hazardous to human health 
and welfare. 

355.Coordinate with other involved Federal and State 
agencies to monitor cloud seeding practices and 
their impact on Wilderness. 

356.Require removal of aircraft wreckage. 

357. Contact military aircraft bases every 2 years to 
discourage low flights over Wilderness. 

358. Inventory all structures within Wilderness, appraise 
their historic value, and determine if needed for 
management purposes. 

359. Coordinate with CDFG on their aerial fish stocking 
program. 

360. Maintain structural range improvements necessary 
to effectively manage range resources and protect 
wilderness values. 

361.Determine the role of fire in the wilderness 
ecosystem and evaluate the need for applying 
wilderness fire policy in the John Muir, Ansel 
Adams, Kaiser, D i e y  and Monarch wildernesses. 
The evaluation will consider use of planned and 
unplanned ignitions and the options to use confine, 

contain or control strategies for suppression of 
wildfire. 

362.Tbe visual quality objective is Type I Visual 
Condition. 

363. Commercial and noncommercial competitive events 
and events established for fund-raising (such as 
runs, hikes and trail rides) are incompatible with 
Wilderness and are not permitted. 

364. Prohibit f h g  of new mining claims in designated 
Wilderness areas. 

3 6 5 . M i i e  impacts of all mining activity on the 
wildemess resource. 

366.Eliminate invalid mining claims and unauthorized 
-pa"cy. 

45.28 
Applicable to All Wilderness Analysis Areas Except 39 in 
Management Area 3 (John Muir, Ansel Adams, D i e y  
Lakes, Monarch) 

367 .L i t  party size and number of stock per party to a 
level that protects social and natural resource 
values. The level may vary within or between 
Wildernesses. 

3 6 8 . L i t  overnight visits to 14 days in each Wilderness. 

369.Pedt maintenance of existing CDFG stream 
flow-regulation dams, weirs and control gates in 
Ansel Adams Wilderness. 

370.The Pacific Crest Trail Management Plan and 
Management Direction is incorporated into this 
Plan as part of the standards and guidelines. 

371.Avoid any development at Blayney Hot Springs that 
will interfere with traditional Native American use 
of the spring. 

4.5.29 
Applicable to Wilderness Analysis Area 39 in 
Management Area 3 (Kaiser) 

372.Limit party size and number of stock per party to a 
level that protects social and natural resource 
values. The level may vary within or between 
Wildernesses. 

3 7 3 . L i t  overnight visits to 7 days. 

374.Prohibit overnight camping closer than 200 feet to 
Upper Twin and Nellie Lakes. 

375.Prohibit pack and saddle stock closer than V4 mile 
to Jewell, Campfire, Walling, Bill, Bobby and 
Bonnie Lakes. Use closer than V4 mile is 
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prohiited unless covered under a special use 
permit. 

376. Issue no additional commercial pa& or 
commerual backpacking permits, excapt for 
aobf-cauntq skiing activities. 

377.EstaMish a R-ch Natural Area for white firhed 
fi in Home Camp Creek area. 
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SECTION 4.6 - Summary of Acreage Distribution by Management Prescription and Areas 

TABLE 4.01 - ACREAGE DISTRIBUTION BY MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTION AND AREAS [I] 

Sierra National Forest 

KINGS RIVER 

EXPERIMEN- 

-- 

GPERSED 
RECREATION 
I fl 
FRONT 
COUNTRY 
[I] Numbers are approximate due to rounding. 
[2] See appendix for specific recommendations and designations. 
[3] Includes only CAS land. 
[4] Includes water area. 
13 Includes both dispersed no harvest and dispersed with harvest. 

56,887 33,609 2Ca.760 11SZ 

U6.839 620 

57,758 24,368 



SECTION 4.7 - Forestwide Table of Commodity Outputs and Costs 

TABLE 4.02 -AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS DURING FIRST FlVE DECADES 

RESOURCE ELEMENT 

cross-wuntry use. 
[3] Estimated number of miles actual miles to be determined in Forest OHV Plan. 

owmobile routes and undesignated routes in areas where cross-country 
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TABLE 4.02 - AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS DURING FIRST FIVE DECADES 

RESOURCE ELEMENT 
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TABLE 4.03 - FORESTWIDE SUMMARY OF IEXlhUTED ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND ACTlVFIlES DURING 
FIRST FIVE DECADES F'ngelof2 

Species wiU be met by the end of the 2nd decadc. 
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TABLE 4.m - FORESIWIDE SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND A(;TNITIES DURING 
FIRST FIVE DECADES - 2 d Z  
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4.8 
MANAGEMENT AREA PRESCRIPTIONS, 
PRACTICES, OUTPUTS, AND ACTIVITIES 

3. Wild and Seenic 3,840 See W&S Element map. 
RivuDesipated Analysis Area 2 and 65. 

48.1 4.Land exchange 80 Seeprivatelandin 
Management Area 1 (Developed Recreation, 75,631 (acquisition) [2] Analysis Area 47. 
Acres) 

This Management Area consists of Analysis Areas 514, Land exchange 3,200 See dehitionin 
17,28,36,45,46,47,51,55 and 65. These units are land (base) 131 pmaiption to identify 

and water areas popular for recreation Most have land for exchange. 
considerable amounts of capital investments in 
recreational facilities. Upper Kiags River and a portion 5. Adminbative 238 See Adminishative Site 

of South Fork M e r d  River have been designated by site Raowee map located 
California Fih and Game Commission as wild trout in Forest Faeility 
streams. The Merced R i m  has been inventoried, Master P h .  
recommended and designated as a National Wild and 
Scenic River. Rogram emphasis is on developed 
meation at appropriate lmIs of davclopment and 
intensity (see management standards and guideha). 
Rural and roaded nahval recreational 0- . . 

arc 
stressed. Other very important considerations are water 
quality, visual conditions, and wildlife. Regulated timber 
hamst is allowed on suitable land whert com~atiile with 
primary goals. The Kings River has been d b t e d  as a 
Wild and Scenic River. 

Management prescriptions for this management area 
consist of the following general management 
prescriptions, forestwide management direction and 
applicable management standards and guidelines. Also 
shown is a list of activities and outputs M expected ~IOIII 
applying the prescriptions. For specific fire management 
direction see Appendix E. 

The following general management prescriptions and 
acres in each prescription apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may change due to 
individual project analysis. If there arc contliaing 
prescriptions, the most rcshidivc will have e n c e .  

her ip t ion Acres Resource sitnation 

1. Developed 75,631 See Alternative A map. 
recreation Analysis Areas 2,14,17, 
(includes water 28,36,45,46,47,55 and 
area) 65. 

2 Dispersed 
recreation 

6. Miuimum-M 
management 

See SOHA and 
Furbearer Element 
map. Analysis Areas 
17,45,47,55 and 65. 
Analysis Areas 45.46 
and 55 lea* to 
FiorencJEdison Lakes 
and CowtrighWishon 
Reservoirs. 

7. Limited-timber 14,000 See Vinal Quality 
yield Objdve, Soil 

Sensitivity, SOHA and 
Furbearer and Soil 
Erosion Hazard 
Element maps. Analysis 
Areas 2,14,17.28,36, 
45,47,55 and 65. 

8. Modified - 7,670 See Visual Quality 
timber yield Objective and W i e  

Element maps. Analysis 
-1,14,17,28,34 
45,47,55 and 65. 

9. Full-timber yield 3,030 See Alternative A map. 
Analysis Areas 14,17, 
28,36 and 47. This is the 
residual that is left after 
prescriptions 3,5,6,7 
and 8 have been applied. 

56,887 S e e R d n  
o p p o r w  - On this page, a prescription was identified for each 
obj- and wildlift Adysis Area The following list identitiis the Standard 
~l~~~ ~ , , ~ l y ~ i s  and Guidelines used in that Analysis Area If there are 
Areas Z 14.17.28. 36. contliding Standard and Guidelines, the most restrictive 
- - ~ -  . - *  - -. 
45,46,47,55 and 65. will have precedence. 

[I] Some outputs are measured only on a forestwide basis and therefore, arc not listed here 
(see Forestwide Summary Table 4.03). 

[2] Acquisition - Land suitable for wildlife, timber, or riparian purposes and identified to acquire. 
[3] Base - Existing National Forest land available for disposal. 
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Standards 8 Guidelines Applicable Areas 

Analysis Area 2,14,17,28, 
36,45,46,47,55 & 65. 

Analysis Area 2 

Analysis Area 28 

Analysis Area 47 

Analysir Area 45 and 46. 

Analysis Area 36 

AnalysisArea55 

Analysis Area 65 

TABLE 4.04 - MANAGEMENT AREA 1: ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND ACTIVITIES 
DURING NEXT FIVE DECADES 
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4.82 
Management Area 2 (Dispersed Remation, 33,609 
Acres) 

Management Area 2 consists of Analysis Areas 21,23, 
and58. Theseareasarensedprimarilyforprimitiveand 
semiprimitive dispersed recreation and will remain 
generally nonroaded and undeveloped. 

Primary emphasis for this management area is dispersed 
nre,stressingsemiprimitknonmoto~and 
semiprimitive motorized recreation with V i a l  Condition 
TypeIIIorbetter. Reguhedtimberhamsfgraziugand 
wildlife management adivitiw arc allowed on suitable 
land. However, road construction will be held to a 
minimum and most new roads closed on cnmplction d 
management activities to retain dispersed reereation. 
Use of existing 4WD and Zwheel vehicle access routcs 
into these are& will generally be allowed to continue. 

The management prescriptions for this Management 
Area consist of the following general management 
psaiptionq forestwide management dkctbn. and 
applicable management standards and guidelines. Also 
shown is a list ofa-es and outputs [I] expected from 
applying the presaiptions. For specific fire management 
dimtion see Appendix E 

The following general management presniptions and 
aaes in each prescription apply to this Management 
Area in order of priority, This priority may change due 
to individual project ady& If there are. eonfliding 
prescriptions, the most restrictive win have precedence. 

1. Dispersed 
recreation 

2 Minimum-level 
management 

33,609 See AltemdveA 
map. Analysis Areas 
2l, 23 and 58. 

650 SeeSOHAand 
Fwbcarer Element 
map. AnalyajsArea5 
21,23andB. 

Limited - timber 450 See Y i  Qualidy 
yield Objective, SOHA 

andl=mhreI,Soil 
Sensitivity, and Soil 
Erosion Hazard 
Element maps. 
Analysis Areas 2l, 23 
and 58. 

4. Modi6ed-timber 5030 See Visual Quality 
yield Objective Element 

map. Analysis Areas 
2 1  23 and 58. 

5. Fun-timber yield 640 See Alternative A 
map. Analysis Areas 
21,23 and 58. 

6. Developed 
Rec€eation 

7. Admiitration 
Site 

See Alternative A 
map. Analysis Areas 
21 and 58. 

See Administrative 
Resource map 
located in Forest 
Facilities Master Plan. 

On this page, a prescription was identitied for each 
Analysis Area. The.foUowing list identifies the Standard 
and G~~idelines used in that Analysis Area If there are 
conflicting Standard and Guidelines, the most reseidive 
will have precedence. 

Standards & Guidelines Applicable Areas 

AU S&Gs listed here 
apply to Analysis Areas 
2l,23 and 58. 

[1] Some outputs are mwnred only on a f o d d e  basis and therefore, are not listed here 
(see Forestwide Summary Table 4.03). 
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TABLE 4.05 -MANAGEMENT AREA 2: ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND ACTMTIES 
DURING NEXT FIVE DECADES 
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4.8.3 
Management Area 3 (Wiiderness, 527,938 Awes) 

Management Area 3 is comprised of Analysis Areas 20, 
39,40,41,42,43, et, 5354, and 62. It consists of the 
Forest's portion of Ansel Adams, John Muk, and 
Monarch Widernesr areas and entire Dinkey Lakes and 
Kaiser Wilderness areas These areas vary in usc from 
Jobn Muir, which is one of the most heavily used areas in 
the c o ~ t t y ,  to Monarch which is one of the most lightly 
used. Dinkey Lakes Wdderness is expected to b e m e  
one of the more heavily nsed areas, based on past history 
prior to Wilderness status. 

Most of this Area is at high elevations and receives the 
majority of the Forest's snowpack, a very important water 
source for hydroelectric projects, recreation, and 
irrigation. With many lakes and streams. water quality is 
also very important. There is considerable hydroelectric 
potential within Kings River and San Joaquin R k  
systems, however, major portions of these rivers were on 
the National Rivers Inventory and now have been 
recommended for or designated as Wid and Sccnic 
Riirs. 

Other notable features include John Muir and Pacilic 
Crest Trails, Paiute cutthroat trout populations in 
Stairway andsharktooth Qeclrq Minarets Peaks of the 
Ritter Range, San Joaquin River canyons featuring 
Balloon Dome, a red tirhnrhite fir research natural area, 
the terrain in Kings River Canyon; and the extensive late 
s u d o n a l  stage forests. 

The primarymanagement emphasis is pmemation and 
maintenance of wilderness character and values, high 
water quality, and options for future consideration of 
streams for National Wid and Scenic River status. 
Appropriate dispersed m a t i o n  with established 
capacities are very important, as is maintenance of habitat 
for late seral stage dependent wildlife and protection of 
the Paiute cutthroat trout. Grazing is allowed in suitable 
areas 

Management prescriptions for this management area 
consist of the following general maaagement 
prescriptions, forwtwide management diredon, and 
applicable management standards and guidelines. AIso 
shown is a List of adivities and ontputs [I] apc€ed from --- ---- 

applying the prescriptbns. For s p ~ E E i i i e m ~  
diredion see Appendix E. 

In those portions of Ansel Adams (formerly Minarets) 
and John Muir Wildenresscs and all of Kaiser Wilderness 
designated as a Class I air quality area, visiWty is the 
most sensitive indicator of air pollution. Vibiiity 

[I] Some outputs are measured only on a forestwide basis 
(see Forestwide Summary Table 4.03). 

monitoring in Yoscmite National Park will be a p q  for 
trends in the Forest's wildernesses. 

The following ge~eral management prescriptions and 
aaes in each prescription apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may chauge due to 
individual project analysis. If there are conflicting 
prescriptions, the most r&ve will have precedence. 

1. Wddernm 527,938 See Alternative A map. 
Analysis Areas 20,39, 
4094L 45 43344, s, 54 
and 62. 

2 Wild andSanic 
River 

Recommended 11m See Wild and Scenic 
River Element map. 

Designated 2,560 Analysis Areas u) and 
54. 

3. Research Natural 1,200 See Alternative A map. 
Area PI Analysis Areas 7,33, 

41,67 and 68. 

4. Land exchange 560 See definition in 
(acquisition) pr&ption to identify 

land for exchange. 
Analysis Area 54. 

On this page, a prescription was identified for each 
Analysis Area. The follo* Tst idedities thc Standard 
and ~uidlines used in that A&lysis Area. 

If there are conflicting Standard and Guidlines, the most 
rcstridive will have precedence. 

Standards &Guidelines A~vllcable h s  

%=,31,32 53,56, AU S&Gs listed here 
58,69 - 75,76,79,80, apply to Analysis Areas 
89, w, 122,123,124, m, 39,409 4k4Z 43, * 
132 W. 136 - 156,193. 53.54 & 62. 

Analysis Areas 20,40,41, 
42,43,44,53,54&62 

Analysis Area 39. 

, and therefore, are not listed here 
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TABLE 4.06 -MANAGEMENT AREA 3: ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND ACTMTIES 
DURING NEXT FlVE DECADES 
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4.8.4 ~ v t i o l l  Aaw Resource Situation 
Management Area 4 (General Fore-st, 316290 Aaw) [I] . 

Management Area 4 wnsists of A d y &  Areas 4,6,9,15, 
1 9 , q  24,27,30,35,37,38,49,50,51,56,60 and 61. Thc 
northeast portion of Analysis Areas 22 and 38 and 
Analysis Area 61 is nmoaded and undeveloped. 
However, the primary road system in remainder of area is 
in place. Recreation is mostly dispersed, stredug roaded 
natural recreab 

. . .. 'on, and some sermpnrmtm motorized 
recreath, Developed recreational facilities are small 
and scattered throughout the area to ammodate use. 
The area is highly prod& and well suited to timber, 
wildlife and range activities. Tniutaries to Cow Creek 
and Portuguese Crcck currently wntain Lahootan 
cutthroat t~out. Moderate amounts of sensitive and 
highly erosive soils occur in the area. Two notable 
redwood groves are located within the area. 

Primary emphasis for this Management Area is regulated 
timber management, wordinated with wildlife needs, and 
maintenance and protection of se&ve soils. Designated 
OHV routcs will remain open. Continued dispersed 
meation, stressing roaded natural recreation, and 
maintenance of developed facilities are also -nt 
go& Existing Lahontan cutthroat trout habitat and 
population will be maintained and protcdcd as well as 
the Forest's sensitive plants. Range activities compatible 
with wildlife objezhw are allowed on suitable land to 
mahtah and improve forage conditions. Nelder and 
McKinley Groves of giant Sequoias will be studied for 
cksitication as special interest areas. Special 
remgdion will be given Native American wnarar when 
planning and conducting Forest activities in Analysis 
Area 35. V i  resources will be managed in accord with 
the V i  Resource Element Map. wIdlife habitat 
needs will be wordinated with management adivitiy as 
qeci6ed by standards and guideha and the W m  
Element Map. 

Management for this management area 
w& ofthe following general management 
prescriptions, forestwide management direction, and 
applicable management standards and guidelinw Also 
shown is a list of activities and outputs [2] expected from 
applying the prescriptions. For speci6c fire management 
direction MC Appendix E. 

The following general -nt prescriptions and 
acres of each prescription apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This prioritymay change due to 
individual projed analysis. If there arc wn0idiDg 
prescriptions, the most restrictive will have precedence. 

2. Mcdified- timber 50,640 
yield 131 

See Alternative A map. 
Areas 4,6 9, 

u, 22 24, n, 30,35,37, 
38,49,50,5l, %,60 
and61. Thisisthe 
residual that is W 
after prescriptions 2,3, 
7 and 8 are applied. 

SeeviQuality 
Objective and Widlik. 
Element maps. 
Analysis 4 69,  
1 5 9 %  24,n,30, 35,37, 
38,49,50,51,56,60 
and 61. 

3. Limited - timber 140,680 See Visual Quality 
yi~ld [31 Objective and SOHA 

and Furbearer Element 
-Analysis- 
4 9 , s 2 2 n , 3 0 , 3 5 ,  
37,38,49,50,51,56,60 
and 61. 

4. Dispersed 
recreation 

200,760 See Recreation 
O~portunity clas 
Objectives Element 
map. Analysis Areas 4, 
6,9,u,2524,n,30, 
35,37,38,49,50,51,56, 
60 and 61. 

5. A d m h i s m h  138 See Administrative 
site Resource map located 

in Forest Facilities 
Master Plan. 

6. Land exchange 2,150 See For&Land 
(aquidion) [4] Acquisition map. 

Land exchange 11,640 See definition in 
(bgsc) IS1 prescription to identify 

land for exchange. 

7. Developed 
recreation 

327 See Alternative A map. 
d y s i s  Areas 9,15, 
22,27,35,38,50,51 
and 56. 

[I] Includes CAS, non-forested and wmmercial forested land not suitable for timber management. 
(21 Some outputs are measured only on a forestwide basis and therefore, are not listed here 

(see Forestwide Summary Table 4.03). 
131 Includes only CAS laud. 
[4] Acquisition - Land suitable for wildlife, timber or riparian purposes, and identified to acquire. 
151 Base -Existing National Forest land available for dis@ 
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8. Minimum-level 27,800 SeeSOHAand 
msnapement 111 Furbearer Element . . 

map. 

On this and the preceding page, a prescription was 
idcntiscd for each Analysis Area. The following List 
identities the Standard &d Guidelines used in that 
Analysis Area. If there are wn8idng Standard and 
Guidelines, the most restrictive will have precedence. 

Standards &Guidelines A~vUesble Areas 

1 - 33, AU S&Gs listed lum 
36 - 220, apply to Analysis Arcag 4, 
224 - 233, 6 9,15,25 24, ns 30~37, 
314 - 316 38,4%%5&%60and6L 

Analysis Arcas 22 and 49 

Analysis Area 15 

Analysis Area 35 

Analysis Area 61 

TABLE 4.07 -MANAGEMENT AREA 4: ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND ACTIVITIES 
DURING NEXT FIVE DECADES 

[I] Indudes only CAS land. 
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4.85 
Management Area 5 (From Country, l36,839 A m )  

Management Area 5 consists of Analysis Areas 1,5,8,10, 
12,16 and 29. The area indudes most d the low 
elevation foothill land in the Forest and many 
steep-walled canyons. Vegetation is prtnarily chapmal, 
with some meas of oak-grass, and a d  amomt of 
suitable timbe.1 land. Recreational usea are quite limited. 
Access varies from well-roaded, urban situations to 
barely accfsible. Much of tJle area has high erosion 
ham-d and vety heavy fuels. Where slop&and soils 
permit, snitabii for range and wildlife a&es is high. 

Prhary management emphasis is on wildlife and range 
management activities, with adequate protection of 
watcrshcd values on highly erosive soils Fire protection 
and natural fuels rcdu&n arc wry import&. 
Multi-mum bcncfttiag projcar (Wwifc, range and 
fuc) arc a management objective. Timber hamst is 
scheduled on land where dopcs arc generally less than 
35%. Inmtments for future timber yields will be made 
only where risk of f i e  is comparable to that generally 
found in Management Area 4. Spcdal reoogaitionwill bc 
given to Native American oonceras in Analysis Area 29 
when planning and conducting Forest activities. 

3. Admhi5trative 155 
site 

4. Mium-level 4,070 
management 

7. Full-timber yield 2,260 

See Administrative Site 
Rwurce map located in 
Forest Facility Masterer 
Plan. 

See SOHA and 
mubeam Element map. 
AnrlysisAreas5,12,16 
a d  29. 

see  id Quality 
Objeuive, Soil 
Sensitivity and Soil 
Erosion Hazard 
Element maps. Analysis 
Arcas 5,8,10,12 and 16. 

See Visual Quality 
Objective and Wildlife 
Element maps Analysis 
Arcas 5,8,10,l2,16 and 
29. 

See Alternative A map. 
Analysis A r m  5,% 12, 
16 and 29. This is the 

Management presaiptiom for this management area residual that is left atler 
consist of the following general management prs&ptions 3,43 and 9 
presaiptiom, forestwide management direction, and have been applied. 
applicable management standards and guidelines. Also 
shown is a list of adnities and outputs [I] w e d  tram 8. Land wccbange l,350 SeeForest Land 
applying the p d p t i o n s .  For specific fire management (acquisition) [Z] Aqusition map. 
direction, see Appendix E. 

Landcdange 26320 Seedefinitionin 
The following general management prcsaiptiolls and 
acres in each prescription apply to this management area 
in order of This may &due to 
individual project analysis. If there are contlicting 
prescriptions, the most restri& will have precedence. 

Raerfption Acres Renoum sitoation 

1. Front country l36.839 See A l t e d v e A  map. 
Analysis Areas l,5,8, 
12,16 and 29. 

- 
(bast) 131 prescription to identify 

land for exchange. 

9. Developed 
r e a e a h  

4 See Alternative A map. 
Analysis Areas 5,8 and 

On this page, a p r d p t i o n  was identi6ed for each 
Analysis Area The follovhg list identifies the Standard 
and Guidelines used in that Analpii Area. If there arc 
conaflicting Standard and Guidelines, the most restridive 
will have precedence. 

2. Dispersed 11,292 See Recreation 
recreation O P @ t y h  

ObjediveJ and W W e  
Element maps. Analpiis 
Areasl,5,8,10,16and 
29. 

W Some outputs are measured only on a forestwide basis and therefore, are not listed here 
(see Forahvide Summary Table 4.03). 

[2] Acquisition - Land suitable for ddlife, timber or riparian purpoacs, and identitied to acquire. 
[3] Base - Edsting National Forest land available for disposal. 
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Standard & Guidelines Aprlicable A n a s  

1 - 29.32 - 89, All S&Gs listed here apply 
91 - 220, to Analysis Areas 1,5,8, 

22A - 233,326 - 329 la16 and 29. 

Analysis Area 1 

Analysis Area 29 

TABLE 4.08 - MANAGEMENT AREA 5: ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND ACTIVITIES 
DURING NEXT FIVE DECADES 
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4.8.6 
Management Area 6 (Parcels -or to Forest 
Boundary, 620 Aaes) 

Management Area 6 consists of Analysis Areas 1l,l3,25, 
26 and 31. These are isolated parcek outside the main 
Forest boundary. Analysis Areas 25 and 26 no longer 
contain National Forest land. One parcel is utilized as an 
administrative site, the others are subject to land 
-e. 

Managemeat emphasis is to retain the administrative site 
and continue to make the 0 t h  parcels available for land 
exchange. 

Management prescriptions for this maaagement area 
consist of the following general maaagement 
prescriptions, forestwide mauagement diredon, and 
applicable mauagement standards and guideh.  For 
specitic f i e  management direction, see Appendix E. 

The foUowhg general management prescriptions and 
acres in each presmiptim apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may change due 
to individual project analysis. If there are conflidiog 
prescriptions, the most restrictive will have precedence. 

-~tlon Acres Rcsonrce Situation 

1. Administrative site 28 See Administrative 
Site Resource map 
located in Forest 
Facilities Master Plaa 

2. Land exchange 310 See &tinition in 
(bast) Ill +ption to 

identify land for 
ex-. 

3. Front country 620 See Alternative A map. 
Analysis 1l,13,25,26 
and 31. 

On this page, a prescription was identitied for each 
Ady& Area. The following list identifies the Standard 
and Guidelines used in that Analysis Area. If there are 
conflictiag Standard and Guidelines, the most redctive 
will have precedence. 

Standuds 8 Guidelines A~~licabIe Areas 

3 , 2 9  Analysis Areas 11, W, 31 

a Analysis ~ r e a s  11,31 

Analysis Areas W, 31 

AdyskAreas31 

Analysis Areas 11, W, 31 

Analysis Areas 1l,l3,15, 
31 

Analysis Areas 11,31 

Analysis Areas 11, 31 

Analysis Areas ll, 31 

Ady& Areas 11 

Analysis Areas 1~13, 31 

Analysis Areas W 

Analysis Areas ll, 31 

Analysis Areas 25,26 

[I] Base - Ehkting National Forest land available for disposal 
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4.8.7 
Management Area 7 (Experimental Forest, 3,200 Acres) 

Mauagement Area 7 umsists of Analysis Area 57, 
Teakettle CreekExpehmtal Forest. The Experimental 
Forest was established for watershed research dealiag 
with water quality and quantity. Vegetation consists - 
primarily of virgin, mature red and white 61. It pr& 
highly s&tablc habitat for late successional stag& 
dependent wildlife species. The area has high timber 
capability, but is miailable for regnlated harvest. 

Management emphasis is to continue management as an 
cxp&~~ntal forest for ortershed puqmss-nnder the 
guidance of the PaciEc Southwest Forest and Range 
keriment Station. The arca will be managed in&mrd 
with its establishment report. Unregulated timber harvest 
may take place, when needed. 

Managuncnt presaiptions for this management arca 
d t  ofthe following general ~ n t  
presaiptions, forestwide management duection, and 
applicable management standards and guidelines. For 
specific fue management direction, see Appendix E. 

The following general management prescriptions and 
acres in each prescsiption apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may change due 
to individual project analysis. If there are conflicting 
prescriptions, the most restrictive will have precedence. 

Prrscrlptlon Acres Reswra 
Situatiw 

1. Experhental 3,200 See Alternative 
forest A map. Analysis 

Area 57. 

2. Administrative 
site 

See Administra- 
tive Site 
Resource map 
located in Forest 
F d t y  Master 
Plan. 

On this page, a prescription was identitied for each 
Analysis Area The following list idmtiGes the Standard 
and Guidelines used in that A d y &  Area. If there are 
contlictin6 Staadard and Guidelines, the most restrictive 
will have precedence. 

Standards & Guidelines bvlicable Areas 

25, 43, 53, 58-64, All S&Gs listed here 
68 - 69,71- a 7 4  - 77, apply to Analysis Area 57. 
85 - 89,91,93,lu) - 129, 
U3,139,177 - 179,182, 
188, 193, 197, 199, 200, 
210, 217, 220, 227, 230, 
232 
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4.8.8 
Management Area 8 (Experimental Range, 4,580 Acres) 

Management Area 8 consists of Analysis Area 32, the San 
Joaquin Experimental Range. The area is wed for 
research pmpows, under the direction of the Pacific 
Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station The 
area also contains an admhistrative site and a blue 
oak-digger pine Research Natural Area. 

The management emphasis is to colltinue nsc d the  range 
for research by the Experiment Station and W o r n i a  
State University, Rcsno to continue managing the RNA 
in accord with its establishment =port. 

Management prescriptions for this management area 
consist of the following general management 
prescriptions, forestwide management direction, and 
applicable management standad and gddehes. For 
spedfic fue management direction, sec Appendix E. 

The following general management prescriptions and 
acres in each prescription apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may change due 
to individual project analysis. If t h e  are d d u g  
prkpt ions ,  the most res t r id i  will have precedence. 

Pnscription Acres Resource Situation 

1. Experimental range 4,580 See Alternative A 
map. Analysis Area 
32 

2. Research Natural 80 See Admhkkative 
Area Site Rcsowce map 

located in Forest 
Facility Master Plan. 
Analysis Area 68. 

3. Adnkktrativesite 2 See AltemativeA 
map. Analysis Area 
3 2  

On this page, a pmzription was identiEd for each 
Analysis Area. The following list identifies the Standard 
and G u i d e k  used in that Analysis Area. If there are 
wnflidng Standard and Guidelines, the most r h c t i v e  
will bave precedence. 

Standards & Guidelines Ap~licable Arras 

17,e 125,193,199,201, AU S&Gs listed here 
209 - 211, W, 218 - 220, apply to Analysis Area 32 
228230 
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4.8.9 
Management Area 9 (Special Interest Areas, 5,093 Acres) 

Management Area 9 contains seven established special 
interest areas in Analysis Areas 34,59,69,70,71,72 and 
73. Analysis Area 34, Carpenteria Botanical Area was 
established as a special interest botanical area for 

-. It is to be managed in afcord 
with the e s t a b b e n t  report. Analysis Area 69, Devils 
Peak Botanical Area is established to protect and 
conserve Yosemite onion, Congdon's wooly Eriophyllum 
and Congdon's lewisia. An establishment report will be 
prepared. 

Analysis Area 59, the Kings Cavern Geological Area, 
wntains several limestone caverns and was established to 
protect and maintain this geological feature. Analysis 
Area 72, the Courtright Intrusive Contact Zone 
Geological Area was established to preserve the scientific 
value of the bedrock exposwe and provide interpretation 
of the features for the enjoyment of visitors. Within 
Analysis Area 71, the D i e y  Creek Roof Pendant 
Geological Area was established to preserve a 
metamorphosed remnant of sedimentary bedrock, which 
existed before granitic intrusion formed the modem 
Sierra Nevada Range. The management prescription for 
the Kings Cavern and Courtright Geological Areas is to 
continue management as geological areas in accord with 
implementation plans. The D i i e y  Creek Geological 
Area will have an implementation plan prepared. 

Analysis Area 70, Nelder Grove Historical Area is 
established to presem giant Sequoias, early railroad 
logging activity, and prehistoric habitation sites by Native 
Americans. An establishment report will be prepared. 
Analysis Area 73, McKinley Grove Botanical Area is 
established to preserve giant Sequoias. An establishment 
report will be prepared. 

Management prescriptions for this management area 
consist of the following general management 
prescriptions, forestwide management direction, and 
applicable management standards and guidelines. For 
specifc fire management direction see Appendix E. 

The following general management prescriptions and 
acres in each prescription apply to this management area 
[I] in order of priority. This priority may change due to 
individual project analysis. If there are conflicting 
prescriptions, the most restrictive will have precedence. 

Prescription Acres Resource Situation 

1. Special Interest 5,093 See Alternative A 
Areas map. Analysis Areas 

34,59,69,70,71,72 
and 73. 

2. Minirnum-level 
management 

330 See SOHA and 
Fwbearer Element 
map. Analysis Areas 
59,69,70 and 73. 

3. Cited-Timber 'XU SeeSOHAand 
Yield Furbearer Element 

Map. Anaylsis Area 
73. 

On this page, a prescription was identified for each 
Analvsis Area. The followinn list identifies the Standard 
and ~uidelincs used in that Analysis Area. If there are 
collfliding Standard and Guidelines, the most restrictive 
will have precedence. 

Guidelines Applicable h s  

-5,17,22,25,51,66, AU S&Gs lisAnalysis 
85,89 Areas ted here apply to 

34,59,69,70,71, n and 
73. 

43,53,56,58 - 64,69 - 82, Analysis Areas 70 and 73 
97,lW - 116,120 - W1, 
W3, W9,193 - 201,208, 
210,217 - 220,225 - 233 

Analysis Area 70 

Analysis Area 70 

Analysis Area 70 

Analysis Area 75 

Analysis Area 73 

[ I ]  Total acres of prescription exceed management area acres because part of the acres involve underground caves. 
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4.8.10 
Management Area 10 (Research Natural Areas, 2,850 
Acres) 

Management Area 10 contains two exkting and two 
recommended Research Natural Areas. It includes 
Analysis Areas 33 and 68 and Aaalysis Areas 7 and 67. 

The udsting Backbone Creek Research NahuaI Area for 
Carpentwia califomica lies within Analysis Area 33. 
W~thin the San Joaquin Experimemtal Range is the 
existing blue oak-digger pine Rcswch Natural Area 
(Analysi9 Area 68). Analysis Am 7 contains the 
recommended Bishop Creek Pacifii Ponderosa P i e  
Research Natural Area and Lies between South Fork 
Merced River and Yosemite National Park. Within the 
Kaisa W1deme.s~ is the rea,mmeuded Home Camp 
Creek white fulred 6r Research Natural Area (Anal@j 
Area 67). 

The porpose and primary management emphasis of 
Rwcarch Natural Amis arc to promote and protect 
natural dhs i ty ,  to &de ophunities for study of 
plant s u d o n  and other biological and physical 
phenomenon over long periods of time, and for 
non-manipdative research observation and study in 
accord wibtheir establishment report. 

The management prescriptions for this management area 
consist of the following general mmagement 
prescriptions, foreshvide mauagement direction, and 
applicable management standa~ds and guiddhcs. For 
specific fue management direction, see Appendix E. 

The following general management prwniptions and 
acres in each presaiption apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may change due 
to individual project analysis. If t h e  are conflicting 
prescriptions, the most d c t i v e  win have precedence. 

-ptim Aerrs 
Reaoam 
Situation 

1. Research 2,850 See Alternative 
N a h d  A map. Adysk  
Areas Areas 7,33,67 

and 68. 

2 Wild and 
SccnicRivers 
(D-@ted) 

640 See Wild and 
Scenic K i n  
Element map. 
Analysis Am 7. 

290 See SOHA and 
Furbearer 
Element map. 
Analysis Area 67. 

On this page, a prescription was identified for each 
Analysis Area. Tbc fdlomkg list identi6~ Standard and 
Guidelines used in that Analysis Area. If there are 
conniding Standard and Guidelines, the most resh.ictive 
will have precedence. 

Standards & Guidelines A~pUcable Areas 

AU S&Gs listed here 
apply to Analysis Are= 7, 
33,67 and 68. 

Analysis Area 67 

Analysis Area 67 
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4.8.11 
Management Area 11 (Dispersed Recreation-No Timber 
Harvest, 57,758 Acres) 

This Management Area consists of Analysis Areas 3,18, 
48,52 and 66. The areas are characterized for the most 
part as b e i i  nonroaded and undeveloped and are used 
primarily for primitive and semiprimitive dispersed 
recreation. They have limited suitabiity for timber, range 
and wildlife management activities. Anaiysis Area 18 
contains some suitable developed recreational 
opportunities, if demand occws. 

The area generally exhibits one or both of the following 
conditions: 

1. High elevation with a short growing season and low 
timber productivity or 

2. Inacccssabiity, which will result in high development 
costs. 

South Fork of Merced River was designated as wild trout 
fishery by CDFG. Merced and South Fork Merced 
Rivers have also been designated as a Wild and Scenic 
Rivers. 

Primary management emphasis is dispersed recreation, 
stressing primitive and semiprimitive recreation with 
Visual Condition Type 111 or better. Other important 
considerations are wildlife (especially those species 
favoring late successional stage vegetation), grazing and 
watershed. Most OHV routes will remain open with 
reconstruction or relocation permitted, if necessary. Any 
proposed OHV routes will be considered on a 
case-by-case basis and covered by a project 
environmental assessment. Timber harvest may be 
considered only ifa catastrophic event occurs within the 
area. 

Management prescriptions for this management area 
consist of the following general management 
prescriptions, forestwide management direction, and 
applicable management standards and guidelines. Also 
shown is a list of activities and outputs [I] expected from 
applying the presaiptions. For specific fue management 
direction, see Appendix E. 

The following general management prescriptions and 
acres in each prescription apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may change due 
to individual project analysis. If there are wnflicting 
prescriptions, the most restrictive will have precedence. 

Prescription Acres Resource Situation 

1. Dispersed 
recreation 

57,758 See Alternative A 
map. Analysis Areas 
3,18,48,52 and 66. 

2 Wid and Scenic 6,080 See Wild and Scenic 
River (Designated) Rivers Element map. 

Analysis Area 3 and 
18. 

3. Mium-leve l  20,030 See SOHA and 
management Furbearer Element 

map. Analysis Area 
3 and 18. 

4. Administrative Site 2 See Administrative 
Site Resource map 
located in Forest 
Facility Master Plan. 

On this page, a prescription was identified for each 
Analysis Area. The f o U W  List identities the Standard 
and ~uidelines used in that &alysis Area. If there are 
mnflictiw Standard and Guidelines, the most restrictive 
will have precedence. 

Standards & Guidelines Applicable Areas 

54,14 - 20,22 - 24,27, AU S&Gs listed here 
31,32, 34 - 36, 38, 40 - apply to Analysis Areas 3, 
42, 51 - 63, 68 - 8588, 18,48,52 and 66. 
91,9.?, 97.m - 124,128, 
l3l - l52,l59, 161,162, 
165,193 - 205,216,218 - 
220,224 - 233,303,311 

*Areas 3 and 48. 

Ill Some outuuts are measured only on a fore&u4de basis and therefore, are not listed here - - 
(See ~orishvide summary 4..03). 
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TABLE 4.09 - MANAGEMENT AREA 11: ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND A- 
DURING NEXT FIVE DECADES 
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4.8.12 
Management Area 12 
(Special Management Area, 48,668 Acres) 

Management Area 12, Kings River Special Management 
Area, is comprised of Analysis Areas 63 and 64 (24,368 
acres) in the Sierra National Forest, and 24m acres in 
the Sequoia National Forest. Major activities occurring 
near and within the area are rafting, hunting, hiking and 
f u h g .  Some 50 miles of trails provide access to and 
along portions of the river. Topography, vegetation and 
dimcult access restrict recreational opportunities. Kings 
River above Pine Flat Reservoir supports excellent 
f~heries and has been designated a California Wid Trout 
Stream. 

This area is characterized by steep slopes covered with 
dense brush interspersed with areas of rock outcrop and 
openings of annual grassland. Occasional stands of 
timber occur at higher elevations particularly on north 
facing slopes. The Kings River is an important water 
source for hydroelectric power generation at P i e  Flat 
Dam and for recreation and downstream irrigation. It is 
on the National Rivers Inventory with some sections 
being studied for National Wild and Scenic River status, 
while other sections have already been designated. 

The more noteworthy feahlres, aside from the river, are 
Garlic Falls and several groves of giant Sequoia, including 
the Boole Tree. 

Management emphasis will be recreation; protection of 
the area's natural, archaeologid, and scenic resources; 
and management for fish and wildlife. Land is withdrawn 
from mineral entry, however, existing claims are 
permitted. Existing OHV routes will remain open. 
Timber harvest may be considered if a catastrophic event 
occurs within the area or for wildlife management. 

Management prescriptions for this management area 
consist of the following general management 
prescriptions, forestwide management direction, and 
applicable management standards and guidelines. Also 
shown is a list of activities and outputs [I] expected from 
applying the prescriptions. An implementation plan will 
be completed for the area which will contain site specific 
management direction [2]. For spedc fire management 
direction, see Appendix E. 

The following general management prescriptions and 
acres in each prescription apply to this management area 
in order of priority. This priority may change due to 
individual project analysis. If there are conflicting 
prescriptions, the most restrictive will have precedence. 

Prescription Areas Resource Situation 

1. Special 48,668 See Alternative 
Management A map. Analysis 
Area Area 63 and 64. 

2. Dispersed 
Recreation 

3. WidlScenic 
Rivers 
(Designated) 

4. M i u m  - 
level 
management 

48,668 See Recreation 
O ~ p o 6 t y  
Class Objectives 
and Wildlife 
Element maps. 
Analysis Areas 
63 and 64. 

See Wild and 
Scenic Rivers 
Element map. 
Analysis Area 63 
and 64. 

See SOHA and 
Furbearer 
Element map. 
Analysis Area 63. 

On this page, a prescription was identified for each 
Analysis Area. The following k t  identifies the Standard 
and Guidelines used in that Analysis Area. If there are 
contlicting Standard and Guidelines, the most restrictive 
will have precedence. 

Standards & Guidelines Avvlicable Areas 

53,4,14 - 16,31- 36,38, AU S&Gs listed here 
40,53 - 55,58 - 60,63,66c apply to Analysis Areas 63 
- 77,N - 85 85,86,89 - 90, and 64 
95 123, Us, 137 - 141,143, 
145 - 148,1M,162,166, 
170,194 - 202,205 - 206, 
217,219 - 221,228 - 231, 
334 - 338 

[I] Some outputs are measured only on a foreshvide basis and therefore, are not listed here 
(see Forestwide Summary Table 4.03). 

[2] A site specilic implementation plan will be completed in 1991 containing direction for both the Sierra and 
Sequoia National Forests. 

Sierra National Forest 



TABLE 4.10 - MANAGEMENT AREA 12: ESlUvfATED AVERAGE ANNUAL OUTPUTS AND AClWlTlES 
DURING THE NEXl' FIVE DECADES 

Sierra National Forest 


